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SUMMARY 
 
The Mac Property is located approximately 90 km northwest of Fort St. James and 75 km 

north northwest of Burns Lake British Columbia. 

 

The property is underlain by northwest trending rocks of the Cache Creek Terrane. The 

central portion of the property is underlain by the Early Permian to Late Triassic Rubyrock 

Igneous Complex of the Cache Creek Complex. This unit includes greenstone, greenschist, 

gabbro and diorite. Ultramafic rocks belonging to the Late Pennsylvanian to Late Triassic 

Trembleur Ultramafic, and alkali-rich granitic rocks of the latest Jurassic to Early 

Cretaceous Francois Lake Suite of the Endako Batholith, intrude the Rubyrock Complex in 

the vicinity of the Mac molybdenum occurrences. These alkali – rich intrusions, that are 

part of the latest Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous Francois Lake intrusive suite, also host the 

Endako porphyry molybdenum deposit in the Fraser Lake area. 

 

This assessment report is based on a re-interpretation and analysis of an airborne ZTEM 

aeromagnetic survey flown by Geotec Airborne Geophysical Surveys. The data generated by 

Geotech was forwarded to Condor Consulting Inc for inversion processing of the magnetic 

data and ZTEM review.  This data was then compared to geophysical responses for nearby 

porphyry systems that Condor had data access to, namely the Bell Copper and Granisle past 

producers and the Morrison and Nak-Dorothy developed prospects. While no clear 

geophysical response was noted on the Mac porphyry system, a total of 16 magnetic and 13 

EM targets were defined and recommended for follow-up. 
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1.  AREA AND LOCATION 
The Mac property is situated in central British Columbia, Canada in the Omineca Mining Division 
approximately 75 km north-northeast of Burns Lake, B.C. and 80 km northwest of Fort St. James, 
B.C. (Figure 1.1).  The project is centered at latitude 54° 53’ 30” North and longitude 125° 34’ 00” 
West or 335391 E, 6085753 N (Zone 10, NAD 83) within the area covered by topographic sheet NTS 
93K/13 and on BCGS maps 93K.082, 93K.083, 93K.092 and 93K.093.  The property stretches 
roughly 22 km north to south by about ten km east to west, covering approximately 24,593 
hectares.  
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Figure 2.1 Location Map 
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2. MINERAL CLAIMS AND TITLE 
The Mac property consists of 70 contiguous Mineral Titles Online (MTO) mineral tenures acquired 
either through option agreement or staking and encompasses an area of 24,593 hectares (Figure 
3.1). Of the thirty seven claims are registered to Kelly B. Funk and held on behalf of private Alberta 
registered company 802213 AB Ltd., the beneficial owner of an undivided 100% in these claims. 
The remaining 37 claims are solely registered to Stratton Resources Canada Inc, a private BC 
registered company and wholly owned subsidiary of Stratton Resources. Table 1 lists the details of 
the property mineral tenures.  

The core property claims have a good standing date of July 11, 2022. Other claims hold expiry dates 
ranging from December 12 2012 to January 14, 2015 some of which are subject to acceptance of 
this assessment report.  
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Figure 3.1  
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Table 1. Mac Property Claim Statistics 

 Part 1 of 2 Claims optioned from Kelly Funk 

 

 

 

Tenure Number Issue Date Good To Date Claim Name Area (Hectares) Owner
522451 11/21/2005 7/11/2022  223.339 K Funk
545541 11/20/2006 7/11/2022  223.2818 K Funk
545542 11/20/2006 7/11/2022  167.5038 K Funk
545543 11/20/2006 7/11/2022  111.7039 K Funk
545544 11/20/2006 7/11/2022  130.2949 K Funk
545545 11/20/2006 7/11/2022  148.9826 K Funk
545546 11/20/2006 7/11/2022  93.0956 K Funk
545756 11/23/2006 7/11/2022 MAC 1 18.6248 K Funk
545757 11/23/2006 7/11/2022 MAC 2 55.8745 K Funk
547860 12/23/2006 7/11/2022 BIG MAC 447.0539 K Funk
633844 9/14/2009 7/11/2022  111.7093 K Funk
633846 9/14/2009 7/11/2022  260.6738 K Funk
670603 11/17/2009 7/11/2022  409.5005 K Funk
756522 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  445.5084 K Funk
756562 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  445.8298 K Funk
756582 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  445.9212 K Funk
756602 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  445.7095 K Funk
757182 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  372.06 K Funk
757202 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  334.9762 K Funk
757222 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  223.2807 K Funk
757242 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  111.7614 K Funk
757262 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  185.9157 K Funk
757282 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  464.1275 K Funk
757322 4/25/2010 7/11/2022  464.1245 K Funk
831451 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  464.0969 K Funk
831452 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  464.3365 K Funk
831454 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  260.1338 K Funk
831455 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  464.0981 K Funk
831456 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  464.3373 K Funk
831458 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  278.7174 K Funk
831459 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  278.3719 K Funk
831461 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  352.9318 K Funk
831462 8/12/2010 7/11/2022  74.2323 K Funk
935963 12/3/2011 12/3/2012 CU MO - 93N831910 463.7163 K Funk
966769 3/19/2012 1/14/2015  464.8574 K Funk
966809 3/20/2012 1/14/2015  148.8074 K Funk
984019 5/5/2012 1/14/2015  74.2443 K Funk
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 Part 2 of 2 Claims Held 100% by Stratton Resources Canada 

 

 

3. ACCESS, TOPOGRAPY, VEGETATION, CLIMATE AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
Access to the property can be most easily gained by well-maintained forestry roads from Fort St. 
James taking either the Cunningham Road onto Babine Forest Products Road using Cunningham 
Road to Phantom Road to Fleming Road to Tildesley; or using Canfor Leo Creek 700 to 200 Forest 
Service Roads crossing from the Fort St. James Forest District into the Nadina Forest District. A 

Tenure Number Issue Date Good To Date Claim Name Area (Hectares) Owner
754402 4/22/2010 7/11/2022  409.9171 Stratton Resources Canada
754422 4/22/2010 7/11/2022  465.7785 Stratton Resources Canada
754442 4/22/2010 7/11/2022  447.3302 Stratton Resources Canada
755102 4/22/2010 7/11/2022  223.4178 Stratton Resources Canada
755122 4/22/2010 7/11/2022  447.438 Stratton Resources Canada
755142 4/22/2010 7/11/2022  465.8485 Stratton Resources Canada
804342 6/29/2010 7/11/2022 EAST MAC 1 446.7429 Stratton Resources Canada
804362 6/29/2010 7/11/2022 EAST MAC 2 335.1771 Stratton Resources Canada
804382 6/29/2010 7/11/2022 EAST MAC 3 260.7753 Stratton Resources Canada
857115 6/17/2011 7/11/2022 WEST MAC 1 464.721 Stratton Resources Canada
857116 6/17/2011 7/11/2022 WEST MAC 2 297.4054 Stratton Resources Canada
857117 6/17/2011 7/11/2022 WEST MAC 3 371.9645 Stratton Resources Canada
887029 8/9/2011 1/14/2015 MAC SOUTH EAST 1 279.5372 Stratton Resources Canada
923629 10/25/2011 1/14/2015 OCT25 535PM 427.7851 Stratton Resources Canada
935703 12/1/2011 1/14/2015 EL COBRE 428.6167 Stratton Resources Canada
936726 12/8/2011 1/14/2015 NICKEL MAC 1 464.5969 Stratton Resources Canada
936727 12/8/2011 1/14/2015 NICKEL MAC 2 446.2568 Stratton Resources Canada
936729 12/8/2011 1/14/2015 NICKEL MAC 3 446.4333 Stratton Resources Canada
936730 12/8/2011 1/14/2015 NICKEL MAC 4 372.1967 Stratton Resources Canada
956330 3/8/2012 3/8/2013 NICKLE MAC 5 463.8713 Stratton Resources Canada
956331 20120308 3/8/2013 NICKLE MAC 6 463.6806 Stratton Resources Canada
983941 5/4/2012 1/14/2015 M 464.687 Stratton Resources Canada
985122 5/9/2012 1/14/2015 NI TREND 464.6159 Stratton Resources Canada

1005942 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 7 465.4244 Stratton Resources Canada
1005982 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 8 465.0595 Stratton Resources Canada
1006022 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 9 464.5559 Stratton Resources Canada
1006042 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 10 464.3853 Stratton Resources Canada
1006062 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 11 464.3231 Stratton Resources Canada
1006102 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 12 464.1602 Stratton Resources Canada
1006163 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 13 464.0432 Stratton Resources Canada
1006182 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 14 463.7962 Stratton Resources Canada
1006222 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 15 463.9376 Stratton Resources Canada
1006263 6/29/2012 6/29/2013 NICKEL MAC 16 463.7253 Stratton Resources Canada
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network of secondary logging roads provides access to many areas of the property, particularly 
within the southern portion of the claims. 

The area has a typical central interior climate characterized by a wide temperature range with 
warm summers, cold winters and moderate precipitation. At Burns Lake, the average annual 
temperatures are 16.6 degrees centigrade in summer and -11.7 degrees centigrade in winter, with 
annual rainfall averaging 29.1 cm and annual snowfall averaging 189.8 cm, respectively 
(Environment Canada Weather Office Public Website: http://www.climate.weatheroffice.ec.gc 
/climate_normals/index_ 1961_1990_e.html).  

The property is generally snow free from May to October.  Normal surface programs should be 
completed during this period. Drilling can be completed 12 months of the year with adequate 
winter equipment and camp facilities. 

The most accessible major supply center is Fort St. James (population 5,000), 90 km to the 
southeast where supplies and services adequate to explore the property can be found. The towns of 
Smithers (population 6,000) and Burns Lake (population 2,500) to the west and southwest, 
respectively, can also provide a variety of services. 

A skilled labor force for mining and exploration is available in Fort St. James, Smithers and Burns 
Lake as well as in a number of other surrounding communities.  

The property has generally moderate topography. Overall relief is about 900 meters with elevations 
ranging from 800-1,600 meters above sea level. Broad open meadows with grass and scrub brush 
occur adjacent to most streams. Ponds and swamps are common in flat-lying areas. Timber cover 
consists of mature spruce, Lodgepole pine and balsam. Clear cut logging has taken place in the 
lower third of the southern block of the property. 

Access to the Wildcat property and local infrastructure are both excellent.  The most direct 
accessibility is from Fort St. James via North Germansen Road and a connector to east at about 40th 
km.  The roads are being upgraded as part of the mine development at Mt. Milligan property.  From 
the east, access is via Mackenzie on the Finlay Philip Forest Service Road and the North Philip 
Forest Service Road.  

4.  EXPLORATION HISTORY  
4.1 Rio Algom Exploration Inc: 1982-1984, 1989 (Figure 5.1) 

In 1982, Rio Algom Exploration Inc. (then Riocanex Inc.) conducted a regional lake sediment 
sampling program in central British Columbia. During the course of this program, anomalous 
molybdenum-copper-silver values were detected in bottom sediments of three adjacent lakes 
located within the southern portion of the current property. Rio Algom staked the original Mac 
claims when molybdenite-bearing quartz veins in altered quartz monzonite float was discovered 
and reconnaissance soil and silt sampling identified widespread anomalous molybdenum 
concentrations. There is no record of mineral exploration in the immediate vicinity if the Mac 
claims prior to 1982 (Game 2011). 
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Work conducted by Rio Algom in the period May-July, 1983 consisted of 2,198 grid soil samples, 
collected at 50 meter intervals along north-south oriented lines spaced 150 meters apart. Soil 
geochemistry and reconnaissance geological mapping was directed at locating the source of the 
mineralized float discovered in 1982. A stock- like body of quartz monzonite was discovered 
underlying what is now known as the Camp Zone. Grab samples taken from the intrusion yielded 
analysis of between 0.034% and 0.250% molybdenum. The soil survey outlined three large zones of 
>15 ppm molybdenum, one of which was centered over the intrusive body. The remaining two 
anomalous zones, the Pond and Peak Zones, were found to be underlain by hornfelsed and 
mineralized volcanic rocks.    

In May-September, 1984, further work by Rio Algom consisted of line cutting, soil and stream 
sediment sampling, ground magnetic surveys, trenching, geological mapping and rock geochemical 
sampling. A total of 376 soil samples were collected to close off anomalies delineated in 1983 in the 
Peak, Pond and Camp Zones. Ground magnetic surveys were conducted over all three zones. 
Approximately 80 line kilometers (+3,200 readings) of field magnetic data was collected within an 
11.5 square kilometer area. Broad magnetic anomalies were found to be coincident with distinct 
molybdenum and fluorine lithogeochemical anomalies for all three zones. Blasting of outcrop and 
hand trenching over the known  
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Camp Zone was conducted in order to expose more and to uncover fresh, unleached mineralization. 
Thirteen of 20 trenches were successful in exposing fresh unleached mineralized rock. Twenty-four 
rock samples were obtained from the trenches at mostly three meter lengths. Molybdenum grades 
of up to 0.166% over three meters were obtained from the Camp Zone trenches. Geological 
mapping of the 1984 grid area was done at a scale of 1:5,000.  Rock geochemical samples (242) 
were collected during geological mapping traverses. 

No further work was conducted until 1989 when during the period July-August; Rio Algom drilled 
12 diamond drill holes on the Camp Zone to test results of previous exploration work.  

Holes 89-1 to 89-12 were completed comprising 1,488 meters of BQ core. Core from all holes 
except for 6, 7 and 8 was sampled over the entire length of the hole and submitted for assay for 
molybdenum and copper, and further analyzed by ICP methods for a 32 element suite. Drilling 
established the limits of the mineralized stock and discovered a higher grade mineralized halo in 
the hornfelsed volcanics surrounding the stock. 

4.2 1995-1998: Spokane Resources Ltd. (now Silvercorp Metals Inc.) 

Rio Algom did no additional work and in early 1995, Spokane Resources Ltd. signed an option to 
earn a 60% working interest in the Mac property from Rio Algom by spending two million dollars 
on exploration on the property. In June 1996, after earning a 60% working interest, Spokane 
acquired a 100% interest in the Mac property from Rio Algom via payment of 1.5 million shares.   

During the period 1995-1997, Spokane Resources conducted several meaningful programs of 
exploration on the Mac claims. According to a June 2007 Silvercorp Metals Inc. news release 
(Marketwire, June 18, 2007); Silvercorp (known as Spokane Resources Ltd. at the time) had 
completed 49 diamond drill holes totaling 10,818 meters and 62 km of ground magnetic and IP 
geophysics as well as geological mapping, prospecting and geochemical sampling in the period 
1995 to 1997.  

In 1995, Spokane Resources conducted extensive exploration on the Mac property during the 
period July-October (Goodall, 1996). This work consisted of establishing 62 line km of grid, cutting 
some 54 km of line, geological mapping and prospecting, induced polarization and magnetometer 
surveys over 45.6 km of the grid and 11 BQ size diamond drill holes totaling 1,987.6 meters. The 
induced polarization survey was designed to evaluate geochemical and geophysical anomalies 
previously outlined in the Pond and Peak Zones and allow for correlation to previously delineated 
mineralization at the Camp Zone. The pole-dipole array was used on the survey with an electrode 
spacing of 50 meters. The Camp stock was found to be situated on the eastern flank of an ovate area 
of low chargeability and moderate-low resistivity. The Pond and Peak Zones were found to have 
similar geophysical signatures (Fox, 1995). Limited geological mapping and prospecting was 
conducted in the area of the Pond and Peak Zones. There is no record of the number of rock 
samples collected or any results reported. The 1,987.6 meter, eleven hole diamond drill program 
tested the three known zones of mineralization. One hole, 95-13 tested the Peak Zone, four holes, 
95-14 to 95-17 tested the Camp Zone and six holes, 95-18 through to 95-23 are located on the Pond 
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Zone. Core samples were analyzed by molybdenum and copper assay from the Peak and Camp Zone 
holes and by 32 element ICP on core from the Pond Zone holes.  

Records of exploration conducted in 1996 by Spokane Resources are incomplete. Spokane filed 
assessment (AR 24,638) on nine (96-24 through to 96-32) NQWL size diamond drill holes, totaling 
1,609.6 meters, cored in February, 1996 (Fox, 1996). Company news releases (Stockwatch; June 14, 
1996, August 9, 1996, September 11, 1996, October 11, 1996, November 22, 1996 and December 
13, 1996) report that Spokane also conducted detailed geological mapping of the Camp and Peak 
Zones, completed 36 km of induced polarization geophysics on the Camp and Peak Zones and 
drilled a further 19 diamond drill holes, for a total of 28 holes in 1996. The 28 holes were drilled 
during several drilling campaigns in 1996 and were directed at the Camp Zone (21 holes), Peak 
Zone (3 holes) and one hole to the northwest of the Camp Zone to test an area with coincident high 
IP chargeability and anomalous copper geochemical concentrations.  Core samples for holes 96-24 
through to 96-32 were assayed for copper and molybdenum with select samples analyzed for 
precious metal and platinum group element concentrations (Fox, 1996).  

In 1977, Spokane Resources drill 9 NQ diameter diamond drill holes totaling about 2,581.1 meters 
at the Camp Zone (DDH 97-52 to 97-60). In February 1997, Spokane published a Camp Zone 
resource estimate (generated by Giroux Consultants) of 52,420,000 indicated tonnes and 7,520,000 
inferred tonnes at an average grade of 0.072% Mo; all calculated at a cut-off grade of 0.04% Mo. All 
drill hole data collected for this historical resource estimate pre-date NI 43-101 compliance. These 
historical resources at the Mac property should be used for geological reference purposes only. 
They have not been adequately reviewed by a Qualified Person to be reported as current resources 
and they cannot be relied upon.  

A 2007 news release by Silvercorp Metals Inc. (formerly Spokane Resources Ltd.) refers to a 
preliminary metallurgical study carried out on the property by Lakefield in 1997 and a preliminary 
scoping study report completed on the property by Fluor Daniels Wright in 1998. Reportedly, the 
Lakefield study indicated a recovery rate of 71% for copper and 78% for molybdenum. However, 
neither Stratton nor the authors have seen this study or has any information about the 
metallurgical characteristics of mineralization from the Mac property. This historical and unverified 
metallurgical study is not NI43-101 compliant and should be used for general geological reference 
purposes only. The data has not been adequately reviewed by a Qualified Person and therefore 
cannot be relied upon.  

There has been no recorded production from the Mac property. 

4.3 2007-2009 

No work is recorded on the Mac property until 2007, when a program of stream sediment sampling 
was conducted by Amarc Resources Ltd. on a large group of claims that included all of the southern 
block of the current Mac project area, with the exception of a small internal area that covered the 
Camp and Peak occurrences (Tenure Numbers 633844, 633846), and a portion of the western half 
of the northern block (AR 29,697). A total of 291 silt samples were collected from road accessible 
areas of the claims. Anomalous values for molybdenum, copper and zinc were detected with the 
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most significant clusters of molybdenum and copper values occurring in creeks draining the area of 
the Camp and Peak occurrences and in an area about 2-3 km to the east of there in the Paula Creek 
drainage (Ditson et al, 2008).  

In September, 2009, the two claims (Tenure Numbers 633844, 633846) that covered the Camp and 
Peak occurrences lapsed and were acquired via on-line staking by Kelly Funk. 

4.4 2010:  AZ Copper 

After obtaining the option on the Mac property in May 2010, AZ Copper began a process of geologic 
data compilation, core recovery and photo logging, and regional scale magnetic profiling of the 
property.  

AZ Copper compiled and reinterpreted all publicly available data to improve the geological 
understanding of the property.  This work included reassessment of approximately 24 line km of 
historical IP geophysical data, plus soil geochemical data and geological mapping of the area (Game 
2011).  

AZ Copper commissioned a study of the regional magnetic data available for the area of the Mac 
property from T.E. Pezzot of S.J. Geophysics Ltd.  The study included coverage of the entire property 
and extended beyond for a more regional basis.  Data was processed in Geosoft Oasis Montaj and 
the UBC Mag3D inversion algorithm.  The magnetic response of the area maps a belt of greenstone 
and greenschist metamorphic rocks of the Ruby Creek Igneous Complex.  The three known 
mineralized zones of the property lie along the flank of a weak magnetic high lineation within this 
broad low trend.  The magnetic data indicate that the host environment of the Camp Zone deposit 
extends for some 500 – 1,000 meters SE beyond the Peak Zone.  

In addition to confirming the existence of the three known mineralized zones associated with a 
weak magnetic high, the study identified three other weak magnetic highs occurring in areas 
underlain by rocks of the Rubyrock Igneous Complex. Preliminary field investigations confirmed 
porphyry style alteration in the area of these features. The reader is referred to Game 2011 for 
additional related details. 

In late 2010, AZ Copper conducted fieldwork focused on the Camp Zone.  The program included 
recovery and re-logging of the existing drill core to improve the geological database.  
Approximately 11,000 m of core was recovered, logged and photographed.  The geological 
framework for the deposit was established, including mineralization relationships to primary 
contacts and controlling secondary structures.   

5.   GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
5.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY  

The most recent work in the area was done as part of the joint Nechako Natmap project (Geology of 
the Babine Lake-Takla Lake Area, Central British Columbia, Shiarizza and MacIntyre, 1999). 
Previous geological work in the area was done by J.E. Armstrong (G.S.C. Memoir 252, Fort St James 
Map-area, Cassiar and Coast District).  
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The Mac property lies primarily in Cache Creek Terrane (see Figure 6.1). The Cache Creek Terrane 
includes the Sitlika assemblage in the west and the Cache Creek Complex to the east. The Sitlika 
assemblage consists of Permo-Triassic bimodal volcanic rocks overlain by Upper Triassic to Lower 
Jurassic clastic sedimentary rocks. This assemblage is structurally overlain by a poorly dated, but 
partially age equivalent ophiolitic sequence that forms the western part of the Cache Creek 
Complex. Eastern elements of the Cache Creek Complex include a Permian to Lower Jurassic 
succession of predominantly pelagic metasedimentary rocks and thick Pennsylvanian-Permian 
carbonate sequences associated with ocean island basalts. Structural imbrication of Cache Creek 
Terrane, across predominantly well-directed thrust faults, occurred in Early to Middle Jurassic time, 
and was approximately coincident with its amalgamation with the adjacent Stikine Terrane. 

Intrusive rocks are common in the region and belong to several distinct suites. Late Triassic-Early 
Jurassic and Middle Jurassic plutons assigned to the Topley and Spike Peak intrusive suites cut 
rocks of the Stikine Terrane; whereas the adjacent Cache Creek Terrane is host to at least three 
distinct plutonic suites of late Middle Jurassic, Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous and Early Cretaceous 
age. 

The Mac property is underlain by northwest trending rocks of the Cache Creek Terrane. The central 
portion of the property is underlain by the Early Permian to Late Triassic Rubyrock Igneous 
Complex of the Cache Creek Complex. This unit includes greenstone, greenschist, gabbro and 
diorite. Ultramafic rocks belonging to the Late Pennsylvanian to Late Triassic Trembleur 
Ultramafite, and alkali-rich granitic rocks of the latest Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Francois Lake 
Suite of the Endako Batholith, intrude the Rubyrock Complex in the vicinity of the Mac molybdenum 
occurrences. These alkali – rich intrusions, that are part of the latest Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous 
Francois Lake intrusive suite, also host the Endako porphyry molybdenum deposit in the Fraser 
Lake area, approximately 90 kilometers south-southeast of the Mac property (Figure 2.1).  
Trembleur Ultramafite also occurs in the northern section, where it underlies the Tsitsutl Mountain 
chromite occurrence. Greenstone, limestone and other sedimentary rocks of the Upper 
Pennsylvanian to Upper Jurassic Cache Creek Complex largely flank the central band of the 
Rubyrock Igneous Complex. These sedimentary rocks belong to the Sowchea Succession. 

Quartz diorite belonging to the Middle Jurassic Stag Lake plutonic Suite of the Endako Batholith 
intrudes Rubyrock Complex and Cache Creek sedimentary rocks near the southern edge of the 
property. A large Early Cretaceous granodiorite batholith intrudes Cache Creek sedimentary rocks 
to the north. Andesitic rocks of the Eocene to Oligocene Nechako Plateau Group occupy a large area 
southwest of the property, and are also present in a relatively small remnant overlying Sitlika rocks 
at the central - west edge of the property. 

5.2    PROPERTY GEOLOGY 
5.2.1 Introduction 

The following description of the geology of the Mac property is adapted from Fox (1996) and is 
based on mapping and drilling by Rio Algom in 1983, 1984 and 1989, work conducted by Fox 
Geological Services for Spokane Resources in 1995 and 1996, and drilling conducted by Stratton 
Resources in 2011.  The Mac property geology is shown on Figure 6.1. 
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5.2.2 General 

McClintock (1983), Holmgren et al (1984) and Cope (1989) report that the Mac property is 
predominantly underlain by intermediate to basic volcaniclastic rocks which are correlative with 
the Mississipian – Triassic Cache Creek Group. These rocks are typically fine grained and pale to 
dark green in colour. The volcaniclastic rocks are composed of intercalated massive fine tuff and 
fine to coarse lapilli tuff.  

Angular lapilli are up to two centimeters across, comprise up to 80% of the fragmental layers and 
are surrounded by a fine matrix.  Light to dark grey, massive limestone is exposed in the northeast 
corner of the southern claim block. A moderate to intense regional foliation, trending 310 to 340 
degrees and dipping steeply to the southwest, overprints the volcanic rocks. Where most intense, 
the resultant rock type is a pale green to grey – green chloritic phyllite with no evidence of original 
textures. 

Numerous intrusions invade the layered rocks. The oldest is a dark green serpentinite forming 
northwest trending outcrops in the south – central portion of the property. The serpentinite is 
composed predominantly of radiating laths of tremolite and fibrous talc, and weathers to a distinct 
orange – buff colour. The serpentinite is assumed to be related to the Trembleur intrusions of 
Upper Paleozoic age. 

A 2.5 by 3 kilometer stock of biotite – hornblende granodiorite is exposed in the southwestern 
portion of the claims. It is composed of pale yellow – white euhedral 1 to 3 millimeter feldspar 
phenocrysts, 1 to 2 millimeter biotite books and subhedral black hornblende crystals. Quartz 
phenocrysts to 8 millimeters are common. A K-Ar date on biotite yielded a Lower Cretaceous age of 
141 ± 5 million years (Godwin and Cann, 1985). 

In the center of the claim block, a 500 meter by 300 meter stock of porphyritic quartz monzonite 
intruding Cache Creek rocks has been outlined. The southern end of the stock is truncated and 
possibly offset southeastward by a northwest trending, high angle, sinistral fault. Contacts with the 
surrounding hornfelsed volcanic rocks are not observed in outcrop. Observations from drill holes 
suggest the contacts are steeply dipping to vertical. The intrusion is medium grained, leucocratic 
and porphyritic to equigranular with 15 percent 1-3 millimeter feldspar, 25 percent 1-2 millimeter 
quartz, 35-45 percent 1-4 millimeter K-feldspar, and up to 5 percent biotite, muscovite and 
hornblende (Cope and Spence, 1995). A radiometric age of 136 ± 5 million years has been obtained 
(Godwin and Cann, 1985). Xenoliths of volcanic rock, a few centimeters to several meters in size, 
are found near the margins of the stock. Dykes of fine grained porphyritic quartz monzonite are 
common. The quartz monzonite body is host to stockwork quartz-molybdenite mineralization as 
discussed further below. Dykes of biotite-feldspar porphyry cut both the quartz monzonite stock 
and the host volcanic rocks. Generally these dykes are pale grey to tan, medium grained with 
conspicuous 1 to 2 millimeter biotite books. Locally the dykes are pegmatic with perthitic feldspar 
phenocrysts to 1 centimeter. These dykes tend to occur near the margins of the quartz monzonite 
stock, though not exclusively, and are variably altered and mineralized, and commonly occupy east-
northeast trending faults. 
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The youngest intrusive on the property occurs as dykes of dark green, fine grained amygdaloidal 
andesite. Calcite-filled amygdules, 1 to 4 millimeters in diameter, constitute 5% of these rocks.  

Soil and glacial cover is extensive and generally shallow, but includes locally deep mounds that can 
be over 5 meters thick, particularly in the river valleys. Overall bedrock exposure is poor to 
moderate but locally abundant in road cuts and in some stream gullies, as well as on steep upper 
slopes and ridge tops. Glacial striae of 105° have been observed in outcrop on the property (Ditson 
et al., 2008) which agrees well with the local ice flow directions as shown in the published literature 
(Plouffe, A., 1997).  

5.2.3 Structure   

As noted in section 7.2.2, a moderate to intense regional schistosity, trending 310 to 340 degrees, 
overprints the volcanic lithologies. Where schistosity is most intense, the volcanic rocks are altered 
to chloritic phyllites. The attitude of the volcanic rocks has not been determined due to masking of 
original textures in outcrop by the regional fabric. 

A major through-going, northwest-trending fault, intersected in hole 89-6 and MC11-40, in the 
south-central portion of the claims, is expressed on surface as a strong topographic lineament. This 
fault truncates the southern end of the Camp Zone stock and it is interpreted that rocks to the 
southwest of the fault are down-dropped. The fault lies along the contact between serpentine and 
the more competent surrounding volcanic lithologies.   

5.2.4 Alteration 

Regional greenschist grade metamorphism of the volcanic rocks has resulted in a dark green 
schistose rock with abundant chlorite and minor amounts of fine disseminated pyrite.  

Hornfelsing along intrusive contacts has further altered the volcanics to dark, brownish-green 
massive rock with abundant biotite, amphibole and up to 5% fine pyrite. Where carbonate was 
present, lime silicates including epidote, garnet and possibly diopside, were formed. In the 
hornfelsed volcanics, lens-like quartz sweats occur up to several meters thick. These sweats have 
sharp contacts and appear to pinch and swell. Alteration selvages, 2-3 cm on either side of the 
sweats, may contain wispy hydrothermal biotite.  

Hydrothermal alteration associated with intrusion of the quartz monzonite stock includes the 
development of a quartz stockwork, prominent secondary potassic feldspar flooding, pervasive 
sericitization of feldspar in the intrusive and development of lenses of quartz in the surrounding 
hornfelsed volcanics. Intense sericitization of feldspars within the quartz monzonite stock imparts a 
green tinge to the rock. This alteration appears to decrease in intensity with depth.  Potassium 
feldspar alteration is limited in distribution and largely restricted to vein selvages in the quartz 
stockwork. Kaolinization has occurred along certain post-mineralization faults.   

5.3 Mineralization 

Mac property mineralization occurs principally in association with a stockwork of quartz veins in 
the north end of a 300 by 500 meter, northerly elongate, porphyritic quartz monzonite stock and 
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with quartz veins and silicified zones in the proximal volcanics (Cope, 1989). The quartz stockwork 
is characterized by steeply dipping multi-directional quartz veinlets comprising up to 15% of the 
quartz monzonite stock. Vein widths are typically between 1 mm and 5 mm, but range up to 5 cm. 

Mac property molybdenum and copper mineralization occurs in three areas; the Camp, Pond and 
Peak Zones (see Figures 5.1 and 6.1). Historical and current drilling has mainly focused on the 
Camp Zone. The Camp Zone appears to form two lobes or lenses of better grade mineralization at 
the “East Contact Zone” and the “NW Contact Zone”, which are linked by a lower grade core zone of 
molybdenum mineralization within the quartz monzonite body.  Coarse flaky molybdenite and 
molybdenite coatings occur along fractures and as vein selvages in the quartz monzonite stock. 
Molybdenite also occurs to a minor extent as fine disseminations and sparse, 1 millimeter rosettes. 
Where the quartz monzonite stock is exposed on surface, it is leached and has only minor ferri-
molybdenite staining on fractures. Molybdenum grades within the stock generally decrease with 
depth (Fox, 1996). 

Quartz veins or sweats and cross-cutting quartz veinlets in volcanic rocks surrounding the Camp 
Zone carry fine disseminated and mm-scale wide, weakly laminated or banded molybdenite. 
Molybdenite mineralization extends outward for some 50 to 90 meters in a zone of biotite-bearing, 
hornfelsed rocks along the east, north and west contacts of the stock.      

Chalcopyrite occurs primarily as disseminations in siliceous zones within the mineralized volcanics 
fringing the Camp Zone stock where two relatively copper-rich lobes of stockwork and 
dissemination have formed (Fox, 1996). Traces of fine grained disseminated chalcopyrite also occur 
within the core of the Camp Zone quartz monzonite stock. Pyrite, as disseminations and fracture 
fillings, commonly exceeds 5% in the proximal volcanics. Background level for pyrite in the more 
distal volcanics is 2%. Disseminated pyrite within the quartz monzonite typically comprises less 
than 1%. 

Limited historical drilling in the Pond and Peak Zones has intersected similar styles of 
mineralization in hornfelsed volcanic rocks as described for the Camp Zone. Grades for both zones 
are relatively low, with the available records showing grades in the Pond Zone up to 0.024% 
molybdenum and 0.059% copper over 286.5 meters in hole 95-13 (Fox, 1996). Results for just one 
Peak Zone hole has been found and they record grades of 0.012% molybdenum and 0.016% copper 
over 196.6 meters in hole 95-18. An intrusive source for the mineralization in the Pond Zone has 
not been found (Goodall, 1996). 

6. DEPOSIT TYPES 
The mineral zones explored at the Mac property are best characterized as  “quartz molybdenite 
veinlet stockwork” and in terms of host rock lithologies, alteration patterns and size, qualify as 
“Porphyry Mo (Low-F-Type)” with related examples in B.C. such as the Endako mine, Boss 
Mountain and Adanac deposits (Sinclair, 1995).  

Sinclair (1995), in B.C. Mineral Deposit Profiles describes “Porphyry Mo (Low-F-Type)” as a 
stockwork of molybdenite-bearing quartz veinlets and fractures in intermediate to felsic intrusive 
rocks and associated country rocks. Deposits are low grade but large and amenable to bulk mining 
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methods. The tectonic setting is subduction zones related to arc-continent or continent-continent 
collision, in high level to subvolcanic felsic intrusive centres with multiple stages of intrusion. A 
variety of lithologies may be host rocks. Tuffs or other extrusive volcanic rocks may be associated 
with deposits related to subvolcanic intrusive rocks. Genetically related intrusive rocks range from 
granodiorite to granite and their fine grained equivalents, with quartz monzonite most common. 
The intrusive rocks are characterized by low fluorine contents (generally <0.1% F). 

Molybdenite is the principal ore mineral, chalcopyrite is generally subordinate, and associated 
minerals include quartz, pyrite, magnetite, hematite, K-feldspar, biotite, sericite, clays, scheelite, 
tetrahedrite, galena, calcite and anhydrite. Ore is predominantly structurally controlled; mainly 
stockworks of crosscutting fractures and quartz veinlets, veins, vein sets and breccias. Alteration 
generally consists of a central core of potassic and silicic alteration, surrounded by or 
superimposed by a zone of phyllic alteration, giving way to an extensive zone of propylitic 
alteration, often overprinted by argillic alteration. 

The genetic model involves multiple phases of felsic magmatic and associated hydrothermal activity 
during which highly saline fluids strip Mo, S and Fe from the magma, and deposit it as quartz, 
molybdenite and pyrite in breccias and fractures generated by pulses of intrusive activity and 
tectonism. Molybdenite skarns, and copper, tungsten, lead, zinc and silver-bearing veins may be 
peripherally associated with molybdenite stockworks. 

Besides the Mac porphyry occurrences, there are three other minor Minfile occurrences located on 
the Mac property (Figure 6.1). They are: 

093K 042; Tsitsutl Mountain Tin is a narrow vein showing in metasedimentary rocks with minor tin, 
manganese vanadium cobalt, zinc and rhodonite. It is located in the northwest corner of the 
property. 

093K 063; Tsitsutl Mountain is a copper showing with minor amounts of disseminated pyrite and 
chalcopyrite in limestone near the contact with granitic rocks. It is located in the northwest 
corner of the property. 

093K 067; Tsitsutl Mountain Chromium is a small chromium showing where a 1.5 to 2.1 meter long 
chromite lens is hosted in a serpentite. It is located in the northwest corner of the property. 

093K 073; O’Ne-Ell Creek is a chromium showing which occurs in sepentinized peridotite-dunite sills. 
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Figure 6.1 Regional Geology with Minfile occurences 
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7 HELICOPTER BORNE ZTEM AND MAGNETIC SURVEY 
A helicopter-borne ZTEM electromagnetic and magnetic airborne geophysical survey was 

completed from August 3 to August 9, 2011 (ARIS Report 32927), by Geotech Ltd. (“Geotech”) of 

Aurora, Ontario.  The survey employed a Z-axis Tipper electromagnetic (ZTEM) system and a 

caesium magnetometer. Ancillary equipment included a GPS navigation system and radar altimeter.  

A total of 1,780 line kilometers of geophysical data, at 100 to 200 meter line spacing, over all but a 

small part of the west central edge of the Mac property were covered by the survey.  Flight lines 

were oriented east-west, transecting the dominant north-northwest regional lithological fabric as 

well as major faults and lineaments (Figure 7.1) and cover a 248 km2 area. 

The survey operations were based out of the Takla Rainbow Lodge at Takla Lake, BC.  In-field data 

quality assurance and preliminary processing were carried out on a daily basis during the 

acquisition phase.  Preliminary and final data processing, including generation of final digital data 

and map products were undertaken from Geotech’s office in Aurora, Ontario.  

In a ZTEM survey, a single vertical-dipole air-core receiver coil is flown over the survey area in a 

grid pattern, similar to regional airborne EM surveys. Two orthogonal, air-core horizontal axis coils 

are placed close to the survey site to measure the horizontal EM reference fields. Data from the 

three coils are used to obtain the Tzx and Tzy Tipper Vozcoff, (1972) components at six frequencies 

in the 30 to 720 Hz band. The ZTEM is useful in mapping lithology using resistivity contrasts and 

magnetometer data provides additional information on geology using magnetic susceptibility 

contrasts.  

Geotech submitted a final survey report and digital files to Stratton in September 2011. The data 

was then been forwarded to Condor Consulting Inc. (Lakewood, Colorado, USA) for inversion 

processing of the magnetic data and ZTEM review. An interpretive report of the survey data can be 

read in Appendix A. 
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Figure 7.1  2011 Airborne Flight Lines 
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8.  CONCLUSION AND  RECOMMENDATION 
 

• A total of 1780.3 line kilometers covering an area of 248 km² of ZTEM were analyzed by Ken 

Witherly of Condor Consulting Inc. While no clear geophysical response was noted on the 

Mac porphyry system, a total of 16 magnetic and 13 EM targets were defined and 

recommended for follow-up. 

 

• Follow-up targeted geochemical soil sampling and prospecting is recommended for the 

identified anomalies. 

 

• As part of the property scale assessment of the magnetics and EM data, a thesis put forward 

is that there is an 8km displacement along a NE-trending fault that runs roughly through the 

center of the property. If this conclusion can be validated via other means, it could have 

significant impact on the assessment of the property 
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10  STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES 

 
       Exploration Work type Comment 

   
Total 

 Airborne Exploration Surveys  Line Kilometres / total invoiced amount 
  Processing of ZTEM survey 1780.3 

 
$33,055 

   
       
     

$33,055 
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1. SUMMARY 

This report describes the assessment of a ZTEM airborne magnetic and EM survey carried out for 

Stratton Resources Inc. (Stratton) over their MAC property, Fort St James, BC.  Condor Consulting, 

Inc. (Condor) was commissioned to carry out an assessment of the survey results and examine these 

outcomes in light of other available geoscience data provided by Stratton and publicly available.  

 

The assessment showed that the ZTEM surveys (magnetic and EM outcomes) were mapping 

structures, lithologies and resistive zones. An examination of the main mineralized area on the 

property showed that the geophysical signature is ambiguous, possibly due to the presence of a 

serpentinite body adjacent to the main zone of mineralization; the Camp Zone. The Camp Zone 

showed a discrete magnetic low but no clear ZTEM response was noted in the grid products. 

However, the 3D model of the EM shows a large zone of resistive rock which could be a large intrusive 

mass below the defined zones of mineralization. 

 

An examination of four other mineralized systems also hosted in the Babine Trend shows that three 

have an associated magnetic high over the mineralized zone. Useful EM results were only available for 

two of the sites and in both cases, the mineralized intrusive rocks showed up as a resistive feature in 

the ZTEM.  

 

Based on the local responses on the property and the character of similar deposits in the area, both 

discrete magnetic highs and lows were considered features of interest. Discrete resistivity highs were 

also selected, resulting in a total of 15 magnetic and 14 EM Target Zones being selected for further 

examination. Three of the magnetic features also had corresponding resistivity highs.  

 

As part of the property scale assessment of the magnetics and EM data, a thesis is put forward that 

there is an 8 km displacement along a NE-trending fault that runs roughly through the center of the 

property. If this conclusion can be validated via other means, it could have significant impact on the 

economic assessment of the property. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

ZTEM SURVEY 

Stratton commissioned a ZTEM magnetic and EM survey over their MAC project, and these were 

carried out by Geotech Ltd. (Geotech) between August 3rd – August 9th 2011. A total of 1 780 lkm 

of magnetic and EM data were recorded. Full details on the surveys can be found in Schein (2011). 

The area covered is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Location of ZTEM magnetic and EM survey, MAC project, BC  

.   
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DATA ASSESSMENT 

Condor was commissioned to assess the outcomes of the ZTEM survey in light of the known 

economic geology. This assessment involved the processing of the EM and magnetic data and a full 

examination of the outcomes as grids as well as 1D, 2D and 3D products. The client provided 

geological and drilling information from the main area of the deposit. These data were used wherever 

possible to refine the interpretation.  
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3. GEOLOGY AND BACKGROUND DATA 

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

 
The following description of the geology in the vicinity of MAC is taken from Game and Von Ein-

siede (2011).  

 
“The Mac property is underlain by northwest trending rocks of the Cache Creek Terrane. The cen-

tral portion of the property is underlain by the Early Permian to Late Triassic Rubyrock Igneous 

Complex of the Cache Creek Complex. This unit includes greenstone, greenschist, gabbro and 

diorite. Ultramafic rocks belonging to the Late Pennsylvanian to Late Triassic Trembleur Ultra-

mafite, and alkali-rich granitic rocks of the latest Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Francois Lake Suite 

of the Endako Batholith, intrude the Rubyrock Complex in the vicinity of the Mac molybdenum oc-

currences. These alkali – rich intrusions that are part of the latest Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous 

Francois Lake intrusive suite also host the Endako porphyry molybdenum deposit in the Fraser 

Lake area, approximately 90 kilometers south-southeast of the Mac property. Trembleur Ultra-

mafite also occurs in the northern section, where it underlies the Tsitsutl Mountain chromite occur-

rence. Greenstone, limestone and other sedimentary rocks of the Upper Pennsylvanian to Upper 

Jurassic Cache Creek Complex largely flank the central band of the Rubyrock Igneous Complex. 

These sedimentary rocks belong to the Sowchea Succession. 

 

Quartz diorite belonging to the Middle Jurassic Stag Lake plutonic Suite of the Endako Batholith 

intrudes Rubyrock Complex and Cache Creek sedimentary rocks near the southern edge of the 

property. A large Early Cretaceous granodiorite batholith intrudes Cache Creek sedimentary rocks 

to the north. Andesitic rocks of the Eocene to Oligocene Nechako Plateau Group occupy a 

large area southwest of the property, and are also present in a relatively small remnant overlying 

Sitlika rocks at the central - west edge of the property”.  
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The regional location of the property is shown in Figure 2 and the property scale geology in Figure 

31. MAC is hosted in the geological package of rocks that contains several past producing depos-

its; Granisle and Bell Copper and advanced prospects; Morrison and Babine.  

 
Figure 2: Location of MAC property, central BC.  

 
The property scale geology shows the occurrence to be hosted in the Cache Creek complex of 

rocks. The deposit is hosted in a fairly continuous band of rocks approximately 5 km across (NE-

SW) and forming a semi-arcuate band that trends generally NNW-SSE. There are several smaller 

outliers of Cache Creek on either side of the main trend. Whether these packages are prospective 

                                            
 
1 The property geology map provided on the Stratton Resources web site did not have a legible rock index so the geology map from the 
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for additional mineralization is unclear at this stage. To the author’s knowledge, the mapped geolo-

gy has been prepared by conventional field mapping and compilation processes and without the 

use of aeromagnetic survey information to assist extending mapped units and structures under-

cover.  

 
                                                                                                                                                               
 
Game and Von Einsiede (2011) was used.   
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Figure 3: MAC property geology; after Game and Von Einsiede (2011) 
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TARGET MODEL 

Magnetic Response 

Historically, aeromagnetics and IP-resistivity have been the primary geophysical techniques used 

for porphyry copper-moly-gold exploration. With aeromagnetics, the expectation has been that 

there could be a direct association of magnetite and the intrusion of economic interest. However, 

as shown in Figure 4 (Clark et al 1992), the observed magnetic response can vary dramatically 

depending on the original chemistry of the porphyry system and then ensuing alteration. 

 

 
Figure 4: Magnetic type responses over porphyry system showing possible variation of response. 

 

EM Response 

In terms of the resistivity, a general model of the major resistivity components in a porphyry system 

is shown in Figure 5. There are a number of factors that can influence this conceptual response 

including structure, primary or secondary alteration and post-emplacement tectonics. In a number 

of recent instances using the ZTEM system, the potassic core of the porphyry system is appearing 

as a resistive annulus (Izarra et al 2011, Witherly and Sattel 2012). 

 

Condor has compiled the aeromagnetic and resistivity results over four of the major deposits that 

are considered comparable with MAC; two past producers, Bell Copper and Granisle and two de-

posits still undergoing assessment; Morrison and Nak-Dorothy (also referred to as Babine).  
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Figure 5: Conceptual model of the resistivity response of a porphyry copper system. 

 

Data from the Geoscience BC Quest West initiative are available for three of the four sites (Walker 

2009). Also, Condor also has access to a proprietary ZTEM data set over the Morrison property 

(Legault 2010 and Witherly and Sattel 2012) and a commercial survey from the Babine property 

(Kumar 2010). These results are summarized in Table 3-1 below. Summary images are provided in 

Appendix D. 

 

All four sites show some level of direct magnetic response but only two showed what could be 

considered a clear resistive response. For two sites, there are two stocks present and the resistivi-

ty signatures for the secondary feature (Herne Hill and Dorothy) were different than observed for 

the primary stock (Morrison and Nak). At one of the two sites where mining occurred, Bell Copper, 

EM results are not considered reliable due to apparent cultural contamination. Supergene minerali-

zation was found at Bell (Carson et al 1976) and in some instances (Watts 2002) a well-developed 

chalcocite blanket can be conductive. However, it seems unlikely that sufficient amounts of the 

original chalcocite would be remaining around the historic mine site. At Granisle, the resistivity 

response is also deemed equivocal.  
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Table 3-1 

Deposit System Magnetic Response EM Response 

Granisle AeroTEM III Weak but discernible mag-

netic high on west side of 

pit 

Indeterminate  

Bell Copper AeroTEM III Direct magnetic high 

(slightly enlarged to east) 

over stock 

Conductive annulus over 

pit; deemed questionable 

due to culture, conductive 

fluid in pit 

Morrison AeroTEM III/ZTEM Minor magnetic high over 

Morrison; large magnetic 

response associated with 

Herne Hill 

Resistivity high (both sys-

tems) associated with 

Morrison; conductive annu-

lus around Herne Hill 

Babine ZTEM Direct mag over Nak and 

Dorothy stocks 

Resistivity high with Nak; 

Dorothy on resistivity gra-

dient 

 

Comparisons of results derived from the two airborne systems has limitations as well. The Aero-

TEM III and ZTEM systems are not expected to respond exactly in the same fashion due to funda-

mental differences in the physics of the systems. At Morrison, while the responses were similar, 

this does not mean that over a different geological situation, the same shape and intensity will be 

obtained. In general, it is expected that the ZTEM system, being based on the AFMAG principal 

which is more sensitive to current channeling, would produce a stronger response to a cylinder of 

high resistivity rock surrounded by lower resistivity rocks (zone of phyllic-argillic alteration). 

 

Structural Setting 

Earlier work in the Babine porphyry belt (Carter 1976) indicated that the intrusions lie with in NW 

trending graben structures. They as well suggested that the mineralized intrusions occurred near 

NE-trending structures.   
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4. PROCESSING, ANALYSIS AND PRODUCTS 

PROCESSING 

Magnetic Data Processing 

The reduction to pole (RTP) transformation was performed on the Total Magnetic Intensity data 

provided by the survey contractor using Encom PA2. This product represents a calculation of what 

the magnetic observations would be if the inducing field were vertical (i.e. observations made at 

the magnetic pole).  This parameter is expressed as TMI-RTP. Additional processing using the ZS 

suite in Encom PA was performed to calculate the tilt angle (angle above the horizontal of the total 

gradient vector) and the vertical gradient of the TMI.  RTP processing is undertaken prior to ZS 

products being generated. ZS products identified ZS-[product].  The ZS processing routine is de-

scribed in Shi and Butt (2004) – this paper is included in Appendix A. 

 

3D Magnetic Inversion 

The University of British Columbia (UBC) 3D magnetic inversion program Mag3D, version 4.0, was 

used for the inversions. The inversions were performed with only the topography surface as model 

constraints along with the normal UBC style objective function. Information on Mag3D is provided 

in Appendix A-Section 1.  

 
ZTEM Data  

The primary data Geotech provides are the ratios of the Tzx and Tzy (sometimes shortened to X 

and Y) components for the recovered frequencies; in this case 30, 45, 90, 180, 360 and 720 Hz. 

The X and Y components are termed the along-line and cross-line components respectively. They 

in turn provide information about the geology in the cross-line and along-line directions respective-

ly. For each X and Y component, there is both an in-phase (IP) and quadrature (QD) attribute. 

These form the core data provided in the survey.  

 

The primary form of the ZTEM response over a contact between rocks of differing resistivity is a 

cross-over response such as shown in Figure 6.  

                                            
 
2 Encom PA is a product of PbEncom, a unit of Pitney Bowes Software. 
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Figure 6: Modeling response of ZTEM over a contact (from Lo 2007). 

 

ZTEM 1D and Grid-Based Results 

From the primary ZTEM data, a number of 1D and grid-based products are provided in the report; 

these various products are listed in Table 4-1 and provided in Appendix F (report archive). The 

primary data (1D results) are typically displayed as profiles. Geotech generates a suite of the grid-

based products which are derived from the profile data. The Geotech report provides definitions of 

how these are created (Schein 2011). The primary purpose of the grid products is to simplify the 

primary outcomes by merging X and Y components and converting the cross-over style response 

to a positive peak response (over a contact) similar to what the Fraser filter performs for VLF-EM 

data.  

 

The grids are very useful as they provide what are the highest resolution outcomes of the survey in 

terms of capturing the spatial changes within the AFMAG fields in the survey area. The processing 

undertaken is also relatively simple (defined in the Geotech report), so the grids are fairly easy to 

examine. These grids do, however, contain effects of topography. The primary effect of topography 

is to induce conductive features on peaks and resistive features in troughs or valleys. Figure 7 

shows this effect.  

 

In the present study, topography was locally severe and so the grid products need to be used with 

caution as they contain what could be a strong topographic ‘over-print’.  
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Figure 7: Theoretical modeling of topography and ZTEM responses (source ZTEM Primer).  

 

2D ZTEM Inversion 

The recorded ZTEM data were inverted using a modified 2D MT algorithm to produce a conductivi-

ty depth section (CDS). The algorithm models the along-line tipper data Tzx, taking into account 

that the vertical component is airborne and the horizontal component is measured in a fixed loca-

tion on the ground.  The responses of all frequencies (30-720 Hz) were included in the inversion. 

The version of the code used for the present study also removes topographic effects from the data. 

Further information on the processing of the ZTEM data is provided in Appendix A-Section 2. 

 

ANALYSIS 

The ZTEM methodology is a variation of the AFMAG technique (Ward et al 1966) that is fundamen-

tally different than all other types of airborne EM systems3 in that naturally occurring EM fields flow-

ing through the earth are being mapped rather than sending a primary signal from an artificial 

transmitter carried by the aircraft and recording the return or secondary signal. The frequencies 

used are in what is termed the AFMAG range, roughly 10 Hz-1 000 Hz. A primary difference with 

ZTEM compared with active source EM techniques is that AFMAG fields produce a response via 

                                            
 
3 AFMAG has some similarities to the VLF technique but operates at much lower frequencies.  
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current channeling rather than through inductive decay. This means ZTEM is typically more sensi-

tive to large scale features such as contacts; faults and changes in lithology that have a corre-

sponding change in resistivity.  

 

As the ZTEM technique is relatively new, the processing and interpretation methodologies are still 

being developed and trialed for a variety of deposit styles. As with other forms of airborne EM data, 

Condor works with a combination of grid-based, 1D, 2D and 3D products to represent the out-

comes of the survey data.  

 

The understanding of the results in terms of geology is still evolving. At one level the higher fre-

quencies (which are expected to be derived from shallower depths due to the skin depth phenom-

ena of EM fields) should be expected to provide more detail at shallow depths, but at the same 

time the primary AFMAG signal strengths are known to drop off with increasing frequency. Empiri-

cally, while somewhat counterintuitive based on how we assess inductive EM data, it seems the 

lower frequencies (30-90 Hz) often contain more detail and appear to be more robust than the 

higher frequencies (180-720 Hz).  

 

At this stage, it is difficult to give a concise definition of how best to use different components, other 

than to state that good practice would be that the various products should be examined whenever 

possible and best efforts made to see if the various outcomes are contributing to understanding the 

local geology. In reality however, due to the plethora of grids provided (in the present study there 

are 60 derived grid products from Geotech along with the 20 primary components). A sub-set of 

the provided grids are used in the survey assessment. Condor as well provides a grid product 

termed Apparent Conductivity or AppCon. The underlying theory of the AppCon calculation pro-

vides for what we believe to be a more rigorous derivation of conductivity from the AFMAG results, 

whereas the Geotech processing produces only relative conductivity outcomes. The AFMAG tech-

nique however, does not produce a robust measure of conductivity in absolute terms, but rather is 

seen as being sensitive to differences or gradients in the conductivity.  

 

2D Results 

The primary 2D product is the conductivity depth section (CDS) that is derived from rectangular 

cells of a certain X and Z dimension (see Appendix A-Section 2 for the cell configuration used on 

this project). Geotech has a program similar to Condor’s and we have seen that the two can pro-

duce very comparable results if the initial inversion model is defined in a similar way and also if the 

inversion convergence or fitting is done with close to the same degree of precision. The two lines 
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inverted by Geotech are provided along with the Condor processing in Appendix B. With the 2D 

inversion model, we have the best means to define the changes of conductivity with depth. As 

stated above, we believe that the relative changes in conductivity are being accurately captured, 

but the absolute values of conductivity are not well resolved. Condor has experimented with ‘seed-

ing’ the inversion with various starting models to help guide the inversion to a better conductivity 

solution, but this strategy has not produced a significant improvement.  

 

In early 2011, Condor introduced a means to correct for topographic effects in the 2D inversions in 

a timely and cost effective manner. This can be very important as topographic effects not only dis-

tort the shallow conductivity responses, but as well contaminate the conductivity responses at 

depth.  

 

3D Results 

The 3D EM results presented for most of this assessment were created by using the 3D gridding 

tool inside Encom PA on the processed 2D CDS line results. As this is not a pure 3D outcome, we 

have designated this as a 3D Hybrid result and labeled 3DH.   

 

Condor has produced a background document on the ZTEM technique entitled “ZTEM Primer”. 

(provided in Appendix F-Archive DVD) 
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PRODUCTS                         

Table 4-1 lists the products that are provided.  All maps are created using the following parameters: 

 

Datum: WGS84 

Ellipsoid: WGS84 

Projection: UTM (Zone: 10N) 

Central Meridian: 123ºW 

False Northing: 0 

False Easting: 500 000 

Scale Factor: 0.9996 

 
Table 4-1 Survey Products 
TargetMaps: @ 1: 20 000 (hardcopy + PDFs + Geosoft maps) 

 TMI-RTP + magnetic features + Condor interpretation 

 ZS-Tilt + magnetic features + Condor interpretation 

 45 Hz IP DT + Condor interpretation  

 Geology + Condor interpretation 

 

Conductivity 3D Model 

Using the 2D inversions created from the EM data, a 3D voxel model of the conductivity has been 

created using the Encom PA application. The suite of products (primary and derived) is listed below. 

 UBC mesh and con files (S) 

 3D DXFs (S); EM_1_1 mS_1.dxf, EM_18_3_mS1.dxf 

 

Mag3D Model 

The following products are provided as part of the Mag3D modeling. Some are stand-alone and some 

are imbedded with other products; the letters S and I are used to flag which; S= stand-alone and I = 

imbedded. 

 UBC mesh and sus files (S)  

 3D DXFs (S); Sus_0_005 SI.dxf, Sus_0_130 SI.dxf  

 Susceptibility Depth Section (I- in MultiPlots) 
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MultiPlots™ @ 1:20 000 (PDF)  

Mini-Plates™: TMI-RTP, ZS-Tilt,  45 Hz IP DT, 45 Hz AppCon, DEM 

 On each standard survey line the following content is shown: 

 Profiles-EM Z/X 30-720 Hz  IP & QD observed with error fit 

 Profiles-30-720 Hz AppCon  

 Profiles-TMI-RTP, ZS-Tilt, 1st VD, power line monitor  

 Section-Conductivity Depth Section-derived from X component  + flying height  

 Section-Susceptibility Depth Section  + flying height 

 TrackMap – satellite image + flight path 

 

ZPosters: @ 1:50 000 (hardcopy + PDFs)  
* The derivation of these grids is provided in the Geotech report (Schein  2011) 

IP = In-Phase; QD = quadrature 

Component  Frequencies 

IP DT* 30-720 Hz 

IP TPR* 30-720 Hz 

QD DT* 30-720 Hz 

QD TPR* 30-720 Hz 

X IP PR* 30-720 Hz 

X QD PR* 30-720 Hz 

Y IP PR* 30-720 Hz 

Y QD PR* 30-720 Hz 

AppCon 30-720 Hz 

 

Processing and analysis report (1 hardcopy + PDF) 

 

On the archive DVD (Appendix F) the following files are provided:  

-Digital archive in Geosoft format 

-TargetMaps, ZPosters and MultiPlots™ (PDF) 

-Encom PA session files to produce ZPosters and MultiPlots™ (includes Encom PA Viewer) 

-Processing & Analysis Report (PDF) 
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5. INTERPRETATION  

REGIONAL MAGNETICS 

A stitch has been made of the best available TMI data for the Babine Trend; this is shown in Figure 

8. Included are the detailed TMI grids of other deposits in the Trend. No assessment has been 

made of the regional geology at this scale.  

 
Figure 8: Regional TMI for the Babine Trend with local deposit surveys included. 
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DEPOSIT SCALE ASSESSMENT 

Grid Outcomes  

Images of the TMI-RTP, 45 Hz IP DT and geology4 are shown in Figure 9. The figure covers the 

area of the occurrence and drilling. The magnetic results show the main deposit (Camp Zone) to 

be associated with low that is approximately 0.5 km across. The Pond Zone lies on a small hooked 

magnetic feature 1.4 km due north of the Camp Zone and the Peak Zone lies about 1 km south of 

the Camp Zone. The geology map (Game and Von Einsiede 2011; Figure 3) has annotated a 

magnetic low over the Camp Zone as well as lows over the Pond and Peak Zones. The ZTEM 

magnetic results do not support this observation but possibly a more detailed ground survey re-

solves features not apparent in the airborne data. The geology map also suggests that a serpentin-

ite body is the source of the observed magnetic high around the Camp Zone. The magnetic survey 

suggests that the extent of the serpentinite is much greater than mapping or drilling suggests. At 

the Peak Zone, the noted magnetic low is interpreted to represent magnetite destruction within the 

serpentinite body caused by the intrusion of the ore-forming stock. A NW-trending fault just west of 

the deposits is labeled the Peak Zone fault as it appears to cross through this Zone. This structure 

shows a strong representation in the EM north of a NE-trending cross structure just west of the 

Pond Zone. South of this transition however, the Peak Zone fault shows no EM response.  

 

Figure 10 is an enlargement of the three themes shown in Figure 9 over the immediate deposit 

area. At this scale it can be seen that the biotite-hornblende granodiorite located SW of the Camp 

Zone and west of the Peak Zone is both a magnetic low and high resistivity zone. The two mapped 

zones of serpentinite west of the deposit correlate with a curvilinear zone of magnetic high.   

 
Figure 11 is a zoom-in on the Camp Zone. At this scale the Camp Zone intrusive (circular pink 

zone) can be seen to be basically concentric with a magnetic low. Also, a slightly conductive zone 

is localized at the south end of the intrusive. There is an apparent disparity between the location of 

the Camp Zone intrusive and the underlying mapped Unit 5, the porphyritic quartz monzonite. The 

assumption is that this is a multi-phase system and the entire extent of the intrusive system is 

greater and more complex than is fully understood at this time. The geophysical evidence provides 

strong support for the Camp intrusive in the form of a direct magnetic low. There is no clear indica-

tion of the porphyritic quartz monzonite in either the magnetic or EM data. 

                                            
 
4 The legends for the two geology images used in this report are provided in Appendix C. 
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Figure 9: TMI-RTP, 45 Hz IP DT and geology with drilling over deposit area. 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Detail over Camp Zone area showing TMI-RTP, 45 Hz IP DT and geology with drilling. 
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Figure 11: Detail for Camp Zone; showing TMI-RTP, 45 Hz IP DT and geology with drilling. 

 

2D Outcomes 

Figures 12-14 show basic MultiPlots for the 2D depth sections for the ZTEM and Mag3D models 

over the Pond, Camp and Peak Zones. In Figure 12, the magnetic low can be seen to correlate 

with a plume-like resistivity high. The coincidence of these responses is a good indication that 

some intrusive body is present in this area. Figure 13 is the section through the Camp Zone. The 

resistivity high associated with this Zone is more diffuse than seen at the Pond Zone. The distinc-

tive magnetic low does however; appear to be depth-limited and hence suggestive that the cause 

of the low is more likely an alteration effect and not remanence. An intrusive affected by rema-

nence would more likely to be entirely negative, not just the upper part of the system. In Figure 14, 

the results over the Peak Zone appear to show a large resistive zone which is thought to represent 

the pear-shaped intrusive due west of the Zone and a narrow magnetic high that is believed to 

represent the mapped serpentinite body.  
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Figure 12: EM CDS and Mag3D sections over Pond Zone. 
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Figure 13: EM CDS and Mag3D sections over Camp Zone. 
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Figure 14 EM CDS and Mag3D sections over Peak Zone. 
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3D Outcomes  

Figure 15 shows a perspective view of the Camp Zone and magnetic model. Both the voxel model 

(made up of cubes) and a magnetic isosurface are displayed. The Peak Zone can be seen to lie 

along the eastern side a magnetic high whereas the Pond Zone appears in lie just east of an area 

of relative magnetic low. In Figure 16, the same view in Figure 15 is being observed but the areas 

of magnetic low are highlighted. This shows a discrete low in the center of the Camp Zone and a 

synformal structure west of the Pond Zone. Figure 17 shows the same objects as shown in Figure 

16 but with greater detail.  

 
Figure 15: 3D perspective of Camp Zone and magnetic model; bearing 014. 
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Figure 16: 3D perspective of Camp and Pond Zones showing magnetic lows; bearing 014. 

 

 
Figure 17: Detailed views of 3D perspective of Camp and Pond Zones showing magnetic lows. 

 
The magnetic low associated with the Camp Zone is thought to represent a zone of magnetite de-

struction. In the case of the feature west of the Pond Zone, it is less clear. Such a feature could be 

caused by magnetite destruction or represents an intrusive with a magnetic remanence. The de-

tailed geology map for the deposit area (Figure 3) shows the area to be mapped as undifferentiat-
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ed basic to intermediate volcanics. Drilling on the Pond Zone is east of the magnetic low. One hole 

is noted closer but is located to the west of the low; this is MC 1141. The Peak Zone fault is noted 

just west of the Pond Zone and magnetic low.  

 

In Figure 18, the EM 3D and Mag3D models are displayed. This shows that there is a large resis-

tive zone that underlies the three mineralized areas. The magnetic low noted in Figures 16 and 17 

also appears to be associated with this resistive zone.  

 
Figure 18: EM 3D and Mag3D models showing resistive (EM) and low susceptibility (Mag3D)  

segments of the models. 
 

 
PROPERTY SCALE ASSESSMENT 

Magnetic Results-2D 

Images of the TMI-RTP, ZS-Tilt and geology for the survey are shown in Figure 19. The overall 

grain of the magnetics is conformable with the mapped geology, trending to the NW. The magnetic 

response of the various units is quite variable, both between the different units and within identical 

mapped rock types. In the northern extent of the survey, a curvilinear east-west contact-style re-
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sponse truncates the NW trending units coming from the south. This transition appears to be 

caused by an Early Cretaceous granodiorite. The extent of this contact appears to be more exten-

sive than mapping suggests and this is indicated on the geology panel of the figure. The magnetic 

response is thought to represent a contact aureole formed when the intrusive was injected into the 

surrounding rocks.  

 
Figure 19: TMI-RTP, ZS-Tilt and geology. 

 
Within the older rocks in the central and southern part of the study area, two segments of the Up-

per Pennsylvanian-Upper Jurassic unit Cache Creek Complex rocks are truncated across a NE-

trending fault (termed here the Pond Fault). They show a very similar magnetic response which is 

highlighted in Figure 16. These responses are considered sufficiently similar that it is suggested 

that they are the same unit off-set along the Pond Fault. The off-set is just less than 8 km. A very 

simple reconstruction of the geology is shown in Figure 20.  

 

The geology of the Babine Trend while appearing simple in a regional sense has also been subject 

to extensional tectonics which has produced graben and half-graben structures which are reported 

to host the deposits (Carter 1976). This means that a reconstruction in 2D only will show inconsist-

encies that would require a full assessment in 3D and 4D to be fully define the structural environ-

ment.  
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Figure 20: Reconstructed geology based on magnetic marker with movement along Pond Fault. 

 

Magnetic Results-3D 

Images of the Mag3D outcome and geology are shown in Figure 21. The 3D model emphasizes 

the larger aspects of the magnetic domain and it is apparent that most of the geology in the study 

area is not very magnetic.  
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Figure 21: Mag3D model and geology. 

 

EM Results-2D 

The primary outcomes are shown in Figures 22-24; the DT, TPR and AppCon grids for frequencies 

of 30 Hz to 720 Hz. As is expected with these results, there is a lot in common as well as a number 

of differences. To aid in the assessment of what are a large number of results, Figure 25 shows the 

lowest and highest frequencies for the three components along with the geology and TMI-RTP 

panels. The intrusive at the northern end of the study area appears to show the clearest response 

in all three components.  The lower frequencies typically show the cleanest images. In all compo-

nents at the higher frequency, there appears to be a conductive feature centrally located near the 

inferred contact. Three features of what are defined as ‘Disruptive Zones’ (DZ) are outlined on the 

720 Hz DT image and have been annotated on all of the images. These represent zones where the 

EM response is attenuated across a number of lines. DZ A is an E-W feature just north of the Pond 

Zone. 
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Figure 22: DT for 30, 45, 90, 180, 360 and 720 Hz, plus TMI-RTP and geology (rotated) 

 

There is a conformable structure (E-W striking) just to the north of DZ A that terminates against the 

Pond Fault. DZ B trends at W15N and lies immediately below the Camp zone. 
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Figure 23: TPR for 30, 45, 90, 180, 360 and 720 Hz, plus TMI-RTP and geology (rotated) 

 
Unlike DZ A, DZ B appears to be of limited strike length. DZ C has almost the same strike direction 

as DZ B and appears to extend across almost the entire width of the study area. This feature corre-

lates with a valley whereas the other two DZs show no such correlation.  
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Figure 24: AppCon for 30, 45, 90, 180, 360 and 720 Hz, plus TMI-RTP and geology. (rotated) 

 

Figure 26 is an image similar to Figure 20; in this case the geology reconstruction is shown along 

with both the magnetic and 30 Hz DT results. The EM provides an excellent agreement to the re-

alignment as suggested on the magnetic data alone. If there has been the suggested movement 

along the Pond Fault, the package of rocks that hosts the deposits has also been displayed to the  
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Figure 25: DT, TPR and AppCon for 30 and 720 Hz. (rotated) 
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Figure 26: Reconstructed geology based on magnetic and EM markers with  

movement along Pond Fault. 
 

south west. With the available geophysical and geological data, such a re-alignment would require 

re-assessment of the mapped geology on the NW side of the Pond Fault. As noted earlier, the 

tectonic regime is not expected to be limited to simple strike-slip faulting but likely has components 

of block faulting that need to be understood if a complete and accurate reconstruction is to be 

achieved.  
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EM Results-3D  

Outlines of the EM 3D model and geology are shown in Figures 27 and 28. In Figure 27, the con-

ductive parts of the model are shown and in Figure 28, the resistive components. This shows clear-

ly that some of the mapped structures correlate directly with EM features whereas other structures 

appear to be adjacent to EM linears. In Figure 28, DZ B and C show a spatial relationship with the 

resistive component of the EM model.  

 
Figure 27: Conductive portion of EM 3D model.  

 
TARGET ZONES 

Using the criteria developed from the detailed assessment of geophysical outcomes in the deposit 

area and then an examination of the property-scale results, a series of features of interest termed 

Target Zones (TZ) have been selected. The results are summarized in Table 5-1. Cross-sections 

through each of the TZ are provided in Appendix E. These were examined as part of the ranking 

process. The magnetic and EM TZs are shown in Figures 29 and 30 respectively.  
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Figure 28: Resistive portion of EM 3D model; DZ shown on left hand image.  
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Figure 29: Outline of magnetic Target Zones. 
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Figure 30: Outline of EM (45 Hz DT) Target Zones. 
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                                                           Table 5-1 

Target Zone 

TZM refer Fig 29 

TZEM refer Fig 30 

Comments 

MP= MultiPlot 

Ranking 

TZM-1 Small discrete high on north edge of grid; EM shows res high; MP 

shows a broad resistivity high and narrow mag zone (TZE-1) 

M-H 

TZM-2 Two discrete magnetic highs; correlating EM res high (TZE-4); MP 

shows depth-limited resistivity high and mag shows major plume 

type response 

H 

TZM-3 Discrete mag low; correlating EM res high (TZE-5); MP shows 

resistivity high at depth; mag is non-descript 

H 

TZM-4 Area of low mag with high dimple in center; EM shows apparent 

fault structure trending NNW; MP shows resistivity to be somewhat 

conductive; mag feature is interesting; low with central high 

M 

TZM-5 Discrete mag high with EM flexure; MP shows feature to lie on 

flank of conductive feature with discrete vertical magnetic body. 

Mapped volcanic rocks at this location 

M 

TZM-6 Discrete mag high; broad EM res high on flank of fault; MP shows 

depth-limited zone of higher resistivity with mag response very 

similar to TZM-5 

M 

TZM-7 Discrete mag low west of Pond Zone; EM slightly elevated (provid-

ed as Figure 12) 

M-H 

TZM-8 Discrete mag low over Camp Zone; lies on flank of slight EM high 

(provided as Figure 13)  

H 

TZM-9 Discrete elongated high; EM shows narrow N-W trending low be-

tween two apparent faults; MP shows a shallow conductive layer 

with a blob-like source below; a shallow discrete mag high is also 

present 

M 

TZM-10 Discrete mag high adjacent to Camp Zone serpentinite; EM shows 

feature to lie on N-S trending res gradient; MP shows feature to lie 

at edge of conductive zone, with large resistive feature to west 

going from surface to depth; this is believed to represent the 

mapped pear-shaped intrusive; mag shows strong feature just to 

west; this is believed to be serpentinite body 

M-H 
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TZM-11 Higher response part of a NNW trending linear; EM shows feature 

to lie on fault contact; MP shows feature to be on edge of conduc-

tive zone to east; mag shows strong discrete source going to depth 

L-M 

TZM-12 Weak discrete mag high; EM shows feature to lie at res contact; 

MP shows feature to lie on edge of conductive zone but appears to 

be reasonably discrete resistivity high; mag is complex showing 

bowl-shape with Zone on east side 

M-H 

TZM-13 Discrete mag high; in area of res high; MP shows zone of resistivi-

ty high going to depth; shallow magnetic high present as well 

M-H 

TZM-14 Large discrete mag (1.4 km across); lies over EM inferred fault; MP 

shows the resistivity to be complex; mag feature going to depth 

just to west of Zone 

M 

TZM-15 Large discrete mag trending NNW; lies over weak EM inferred 

fault; MP shows there to be a shallow bowl-shaped resistivity high 

associated with plume-like mag that goes to depth 

M 

TZM-16 Discrete mag high (extends off grid to east); small satellite high to 

west; EM shows transition off of weak high; MP shows there to be 

a shallow resistive layer with a plume-like mag feature 

L-M 

TZEM-1 See TZM-1  

TZEM-2 Discrete weak res high; on gentle mag gradient; MP shows TZ to 

be at apparent contact dipping to west 

M 

TZEM-3 Discrete weak res high; on gentle mag gradient; MP shows a 

deeper resistive zone and a weak zone of coincident magnetic low 

M 

TZEM-4 See TZM-2  

TZEM-5 See TZM-3  

TZEM-6 Discrete res high on edge of grid; over broad mag high; MP shows 

narrow zone of higher resistivity dipping to west; mag is featureless 

high 

M 

TZEM-7 Discrete res high on edge of grid; inside broad mag low; MP shows 

only low resistivity and mag show large zone of low response.  

L-M 

TZEM-8 Discrete res high on east side of survey block; associated with 

small mag high; MP shows large zone of low resistivity; magnetic 

high just to west 

L-M 

TZEM-9 Semi-discrete res high on mag gradient; MP shows there to be a M 
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discrete shallow, depth limited resistivity high with non-descript 

mag response 

TZEM-10 Semi-discrete res high on mag gradient; MP shows depth limited 

resistivity high and fairly diffuse mag but with appearance of large 

source at depth 

L-M 

TZEM-11 Discrete N-S trending res high associated with N-S trending mag 

ridge; MP shows feature to be small gap in otherwise somewhat 

conductive surface layer; discrete mag goes to depth 

L-M 

TZEM-12 Semi-discrete res high on mag high; MP shows shallow resistivity 

feature with narrow mag high going to depth  

M 

TZEM-13 Semi-discrete res high on mag gradient; MP shows this to be shal-

low resistivity ‘bowl’ with non-descript mag 

L-M 

 
 
 DISCUSSION 

The Target Zones should be followed up with a site visit (mapping) and geochemistry. Available IP 

data over any of the Zones should be examined as well. Additional IP surveying should be consid-

ered over Zones not already covered. 

 

Several of the Target Zones lie north of the interpreted intrusive contact. While the presence of a 

change in rocks based on the geophysics seems well established, it is not clear this should down-

grade targets in this part of the survey block.  

 

The interpreted 8 km off-set along the Pond Fault is speculative and at this stage, only based on 

compelling but empirical evidence from the magnetic and EM data. The client is encouraged to 

examine this interpretation further as it would have significant implications regarding the direction 

of future exploration on the property. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

An assessment has been made of ZTEM magnetic and EM surveys over the MAC property, located 

near Fort St. James in central British Columbia. A close examination of geophysical data over the 

mineralized zones was made in an effort to define a deposit signature. While a clear cut response from 

either the magnetic or EM was not observed, anomalous geophysical responses were defined and a 

suitable target model developed. This also incorporated the geophysical responses of several near-by 

porphyry systems for which Condor had access to ZTEM data.  

 

A total of 16 magnetic and 13 EM TZ were defined. Three of these TZ show both magnetic and EM 

character of interest.  Of the population of TZ, three were ranked high priority and five moderate to high 

priority. When field follow-up is undertaken, the rankings should be revisited in order to further calibrate 

the assessment which currently is based only on magnetic and EM information.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Ken Witherly  

May 4, 2012 
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8. APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A - INFORMATION ON PROCESSING MAGNETIC AND EM DATA  
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Section 1: Magnetic Processing: ZS and Mag3D 
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New enhancement filters for geological mapping 
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INTRODUCTION 
High-resolution aeromagnetic survey data represent a rich 
source of detailed information for mapping surface geology as 
well as for mapping deep tectonic structure. Traditional 
enhancement techniques, such as first vertical and horizontal 
derivatives (1VD, 1HD), analytic signal (AS), and high-pass 
in-line or grid filters are used in enhancing magnetic 
anomalies from near-surface geology. 

In recent years the potential field tilt filter has been introduced 
(Miller and Singh, 1994) and it has achieved recognition for 
its value in the analysis of potential field data for structural 
mapping and enhancement of both weak and strong magnetic 
anomalies (Verduzco et al, 2004). The total horizontal 
derivative of the TMI reduced to the pole is also widely used 
for detecting edges or boundaries of magnetic sources 
(Cordell and Grauch, 1985; Blakely and Simpson, 1986; 
Phillips, 1998). 

Several disadvantages pertain to the use of these traditional 
filters. They often only diffusely identify source location and 

boundaries, particularly in colour image presentations. They 
usually emphasise short wavelength anomalies at the expense 
of signal from deeper magnetic sources and the range of 
amplitudes remaining in the filtered output may dominate the 
source boundary information being sought. In addition, some 
traditional filters emphasise noise with resultant impact on the 
interpretation of source boundaries. 

This paper identifies new processes which have been 
developed to address these disadvantages and provide output 
which can improve map-based interpretations. 

Unless otherwise stated, all filters have been operated on TMI 
data reduced to the pole (RTP). 

METHOD AND RESULTS 

Theoretical Model Testing 
A theoretical 2D grid of total magnetic intensity (TMI) 
computed at the surface was created by forward 3D modelling 
of the TMI response from a set of theoretical magnetic sources 
having variable width, strike extent, depth, depth extent (DE), 
dip, magnetic susceptibility and strike azimuth. A list of these 
parameters is presented in Table 1. In two of the sources, 
remanence was simulated using negative magnetic 
susceptibility. The TMI of the theoretical models was 
computed at a geomagnetic inclination of -60 degrees using a 
notional east–west line spacing of 200 m and a grid cell size 
of 40 m. The TMI grid was then reduced to the pole (RTP) 
(Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. RTP image derived from multiple theoretical 3D 
magnetic sources, shown as wire frame outlines 

A set of traditional filters was operated on the theoretical RTP 
grid. They include AS, 1VD, modulus of horizontal 
derivatives (MS) and Tilt and the results are presented in 

SUMMARY 
Two types of filters have been developed for the purpose 
of enhancing weak magnetic anomalies from near-surface 
sources while simultaneously enhancing low-amplitude, 
long-wavelength magnetic anomalies from deep-seated or 
regional sources. The Edge filter group highlights edges 
surrounding both shallow and deeper magnetic sources. 
The results are used to infer the location of the 
boundaries of magnetised lithologies. The Block filter 
group has the effect of transforming the data into “zones” 
which, similar to image classification systems, segregate 
anomalous zones into apparent lithological categories. 
Both filter groups change the textural character of a 
dataset and thereby facilitate interpretation of geological 
structures. 

The effect of each filter is demonstrated using theoretical 
model studies. The models include both shallow and deep 
sources with a range of magnetisations. Comparative 
studies are made with traditional filters using the same 
theoretical models. In order to simulate real conditions, 
Gaussian noise has been added to the model response. 
Techniques for noise reduction and geological signature 
enhancement are discussed in the paper. 

The new approaches are applied to actual magnetic 
survey data covering part of the Goulburn 1:100 000 
scale map sheet area, New South Wales. Some new 
geological inferences revealed by this process are 
discussed 

Key words: Enhancement filters, magnetic sources, 
geological mapping. 
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Figure 2. The output grids variously show discontinuous 
trending (crossed sources in upper right of AS image), diffuse, 
weak edges (deep source in centre right of the MS image) and 
lack of precise source edge definition (1VD and Tilt). 

 
Table 1. List of parameters of theoretical magnetic sources 

 

Figure 2.  Comparison of enhancement filters of RTP: AS, 
1VD, MS and Tilt filter. The models used are those 
depicted in Figure 1. 

Edge Filters 
The first avenue of development was to increase the sharpness 
of the anomalies used to map the edge of the magnetic 
sources. The MS grid yields anomaly peaks over the source 
edge locations, whereas these edges coincide with gradients in 
the 1VD, Tilt and AS filtered outputs. None of these filters 
produces easily interpreted edges in image form when the 
sources are weakly magnetised or are deep. 

A new linear, derivative-based filter termed the ZS-Edgezone 
filter has been developed to improve edge detection in these 
situations. Its effect is shown in Figure 3 using the same 
theoretical models discussed earlier. The advantages of the 
filter are greatly increased anomaly sharpness over source 
edges and compression of the amplitude range so that 
differences in the original TMI amplitudes do not persist to 

dominate the edge interpretation. This has the ancillary effect 
that the method can be modified to provide automated edge 
conversion to vectors for use in GIS systems. 

Although this filter significantly improves the precision of 
edge determination, it is subject to normal potential field 
limitations which determine that source edges cannot be 
resolved where the source is narrow relative to its depth. The 
filter also can produce a “halo” type artefact due to 
superposition of the response of a limited depth extent shallow 
source (Figure 1, Model 6) on that of deeper sources. A 
similar “halo” effect can be seen around the edges of 
remanently magnetised Model 15, also in Figure 1. 

The ZS-Edge filter (Figure 4) has also been developed to map 
source edges. This filter differs from the ZS-Edgezone filter in 
that a greater contribution of the TMI anomaly amplitude over 
the source is retained, thereby improving anomaly 
characterisation at the expense of edge sharpness. 

Both these filters produce edges which migrate down-dip 
towards the deepest edge of the source. This effect produces 
anomaly asymmetry that can assist interpretation of dip, 
although this effect is more pronounced for the ZS-Edge filter 
than for the ZS-Edgezone filter. Down-dip source extensions 
are depicted in cyan in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 3.  Anomaly edge and block enhancements using 
the ZS-Edgezone (left) and ZS-Block filters (right). Model 
positions are shown using wire frames. 

Block Filters 
In attempting to improve edge detection filters, an obvious 
progression is to highlight the magnetic regions whose edges 
have been mapped. To do this, a set of filters called “block” 
filters has been developed. 

The Block filter group has the effect of transforming the 
potential field data into “zones” which, similar to image 
classification systems, segregate anomalous zones into 
apparent lithological categories. These filters can be imported 
for use in image classification systems or displayed in RGB 
space with other grids for empirical classification purposes. 

The block filters, like the edge filters, are linear, derivative-
based filters which use a combination of derivative and 
amplitude compression techniques to render the magnetic data 
into regions whose edges are sharply defined and whose 
amplitudes have a reduced range in comparison to the original 
TMI. 

The ZS-Block filter (Figure 3) and the ZS-Plateau filter 
(Figure 4) depict the magnetic data as a 2D plan of apparent 
magnetic source distribution. Artefacts may occur as 
discussed for the edge filters. 

Model 
Label Depth (m) Width (m) DE (m) Dip

(deg)

Magnetic 
Susceptibility

(SI)

Strike 
Length

(m)

Azimuth
(deg)

1 4000 15000 15000 120 0.010 15000 -050
2 6000 15000 10000 120 0.010 15000 -050
3 10000 15000 10000 120 0.010 15000 -050
4 1000 3000 4000 70 0.010 12000 -055
5 500 5000 2000 60 0.010 7000 -050
6 1000 800 2000 150 0.005 8000 -030
7 600 500 2000 120 0.001 20000 -020
8 200 500 2000 120 0.001 20000 -020
9 500 500 2000 120 0.003 10000 020
10 1000 500 2000 120 0.003 10000 -060
11 1000 500 2000 120 0.003 12000 040
12 200 400 2000 120 0.001 20000 -050
13 500 400 1000 40 0.002 32000 050
14 500 400 1000 140 0.001 32000 050
15 600 3000 4000 90 -0.002 8000 055
16 400 600 2000 120 -0.010 8000 -010
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The choice of ZS-Block, ZS-Plateau or ZS-Area filters will 
depend on the data characteristics of each magnetic survey 
and on the end-use requirement. The ZS-Plateau filter, for 
example, yields less variation in amplitude “texture” over a 
magnetic unit that either the ZS-Block or ZS-Area filters. 

 
Figure 4.  Comparison of ZS-Edge, ZS-Edgezone, ZS-
Block and ZS-Plateau filtered outputs of RTP data 

Effects of Noise 
The influence of noise on the operation of these enhanced 
grids was tested by adding a large component of noise to the 
theoretical TMI profile data. This noise had a Gaussian 
distribution with a standard deviation equal to ten percent of 
the TMI standard deviation. The noise-modified TMI profile 
data were then de-spiked using a non-linear technique. Both 
the noise-affected and the de-spiked TMI data were then 
gridded and converted to RTP. The RTP data were then 
processed both with the traditional and newly developed 
filters. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of the noise on the computations. 
The image of the noise-affected 1VD RTP data (top right) 
shows that weak and deep sources have been severely masked 
by the noise. Significant improvement can be achieved by 
using de-spiked data (lower left) or by low-pass grid filtering 
— for example, using an upward continuation filter (lower 
right). 

Figure 6 shows that if real data with significant noise is 
encountered, a standard de-spiking or low-pass smoothing 
procedure may be used to achieve successful application of 
both the traditional and newly developed filters. 

Figure 6 also depicts the use of enhanced outputs in RGB 
space to provide examples of how the combination of 
amplitude information (red colour) with edge information 
(green and blue colours) can be used to highlight source 
boundaries and remanence in a single image. 

 
Figure 5.  Comparison of 1VD of original model RTP data 
(top left) with noise-affected RTP data (top right) and 
noise-reduced RTP data (lower images) 

 
Figure 6.  ZS-Block filter using noise-reduced RTP data 
(top left) and examples of filter combinations in RGB 
space using noise-reduced RTP data 

Application to Field Data, Goulburn 1:100 000 Scale Map 
Sheet Area, New South Wales 
Both the traditional and new enhancement filters were applied 
to test their suitability for geological definition to airborne 
magnetic survey data over the Goulburn 1:100 000 scale map 
sheet area (Johnson et al, 2003). These data were acquired as 
part of a joint program between the NSW Department of 
Mineral Resources and Geoscience Australia, with 250 m–
spaced east–west flightlines. The magnetometer sensor 
occupied a nominal terrain clearance of 80 m. This dataset 
was selected since new detailed geological mapping had been 
recently completed. All the enhancements have been 
computed using TMI data reduced to the pole. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison of part of the Goulburn 
1:100 000 map sheet area surface geology with the ZS-Area 
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filter output. In the area surrounding location C, the ZS-Area 
filter transforms the magnetic data into separate magnetic 
units, which comprise the Devonian Bindook Volcanic 
Complex. The magnetic regions correlate closely with mapped 
andesites (Dkqa–cream coloured unit in Figure 7) whilst the 
intervening less-magnetic units correlate with rhyolitic 
ignimbrites (Dkqy–red unit in Figure 7) 

 
Figure 7.  Comparison of geology and ZS-Area enhance-
ment over the Bindook Volcanic Complex 

Figure 8 displays some of the advantages of the edge detection 
filters. At location A, ambiguity concerning the continuity of 
Quialigo Formation units (cream and red units in Figure 7) is 
resolved by the ZS-Edgezone filter. At location B, a subtle 
lineament is confirmed, whilst at location D, the extent of the 
Bullamalita Conglomerate (green unit in Figure 7) is clearly 
mapped by the ZS-Edge filter. Structural breaks are often 
more easily interpreted using these transforms, for example, 
immediately southwest of location D. 

 
Figure 8.  Comparison of ZS-Edge and ZS-Edgezone 
enhancements over the Bindook Volcanic Complex 

Figure 9 shows standard RTP and Tilt transforms over the 
same area for reference. 

 
Figure 9.  Comparison of RTP and Tilt filters over the 
Bindook Volcanic Complex 

CONCLUSIONS 
Traditional filters used to enhance magnetic data, including 
the more recently developed potential field tilt filter, are 
currently used to assist in determination of the location and 
extent of magnetic units. 

Newly developed derivative-based filters may be used to 
improve the precision of source edge detection and, by 
extension, the determination of the spatial extent of magnetic 
units. These filters are demonstrated to perform successfully 
on both strongly magnetised features as well as on weakly 
magnetised or deep magnetic features. Artefacts may result 
particularly where anomaly superposition occurs. 

The impact of noise in real data may be accommodated by 
these new methods provided noise-reduction techniques are 
employed. 

The new filter outputs may be used as part of regional or 
detailed geological mapping projects, including in 
classification systems or in RGB space, to improve 
lithological discrimination and mapping. 

The speed of magnetic unit mapping can be considerably 
increased through reliance on edge detection filters. Further 
improvements in mapping speed can be envisaged through 
automated conversion of edge anomalies to vector files. 
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3-D inversion of magnetic data

Yaoguo Li* and Douglas W. Oldenburg*

ABSTRACT

We present a method for inverting surface magnetic
data to recover 3-D susceptibility models. To allow the
maximum flexibility for the model to represent geologi-
cally realistic structures, we discretize the 3-D model
region into a set of rectangular cells, each having a
constant susceptibility. The number of cells is generally
far greater than the number of the data available, and
thus we solve an underdetermined problem. Solutions
are obtained by minimizing a global objective function
composed of the model objective function and data
misfit. The algorithm can incorporate a priori informa-
tion into the model objective function by using one or
more appropriate weighting functions. The model for
inversion can be either susceptibility or its logarithm. If
susceptibility is chosen, a positivity constraint is imposed
to reduce the nonuniqueness and to maintain physical
realizability. Our algorithm assumes that there is no
remanent magnetization and that the magnetic data are
produced by induced magnetization only. All minimiza-
tions are carried out with a subspace approach where
only a small number of search vectors is used at each
iteration. This obviates the need to solve a large system
of equations directly, and hence earth models with many
cells can be solved on a deskside workstation. The
algorithm is tested on synthetic examples and on a field
data set.

Magnetic surveying hasbeen used widely over the years,

INTRODUCTION

resulting in a great amount of data with enormous area1
coverage. Magnetic data have been used for mapping geolog-
ical structures, especially in the reconnaissance stage of explo-
ration, but when used in detailed prospecting, robust and
efficient inversion algorithms must be used. However, a prin-
cipal difficulty with the inversion of the potential data is the

inherent nonuniqueness. By Gauss’ theorem, if the field distri-
bution is known only on a bounding surface, there are infinitely
many equivalent source distributions inside the boundary that
can produce the known field. Any magnetic field measured on
the surface of the earth can be reproduced by an infinitesimally
thin zone of magnetic dipoles beneath the surface. From a
mathematical perspective, this means there is no depth reso-
lution inherent in magnetic field data. A second source for
nonuniqueness is the fact that magnetic observations are finite
in number and are inaccurate. If there exists one model that
reproduces the data, there are other models that will repro-
duce the data to the same degree of accuracy. The severity of
the nonuniqueness problem for magnetic data is illustrated in
Figures l-3. (The gray scale in all figures indicates suscepti-
bility in SI units for model sections and magnetic data in nT for
data plots.) A 3-D dipping prism of uniform susceptibility in
Figure 1 produces the surface magnetic field shown in Figure 2,
which consists of 441 data. Slices of a 3-D susceptibility model
that adequately reproduces the 441 data are shown in Figure 3.
That result, however, bears little resemblance to the true
model. Susceptibility is concentrated near the surface and
displays zones of negative values. This mathematical model
solution provides little information about the true structure
that is useful.

Faced with this extreme nonuniqueness, previous authors
have mainly taken two approaches in the inversion of magnetic
data. The first is parametric inversion, where the parameters of
a few geometrically simple bodies are sought in a nonlinear
inversion and values are found by solving an overdetermined
problem. This methodology is suited for anomalies known to
be generated by simple causative bodies, but it requires a great
deal of a priori knowledge about the source expressed in the
form of an initial parameterization, an initial guess for param-
eter values, and limits on the susceptibility allowed (e.g.,
Bhattacharyya, 1980; Zeyen and Pous, 1991). Nonuniqueness
is not generally an issue because only a small subset of possible
models is considered due to the restrictive nature of the
inversion algorithm. A related, but unique, approach in Wang
and Hansen (1990) assumes polyhedronal causative bodies and
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inverts for the position of the vertices of these bodies using the
spectrum of the magnetic data. The method is general in
principle but has difficulties both in constructing the causative
bodies from the recovered vertices and in obtaining the
susceptibility distribution.

In the second approach to inverting magnetic data, the earth
is divided into a large number of cells of fixed size but of
unknown susceptibility. Nonuniqueness of solution is recog-
nized and the algorithm produces a single model by minimizing
an objective function of the model subject to fitting the data.
Green (1975) minimizes a weighted model norm with respect
to a reference model, and this allows the interpreter to guide
the inversion by varying the weighting according to the avail-

FIG. 1. Slices through a 3-D magnetic susceptibility model
composed of a dipping slab in a nonsusceptible half-space. The
slab is buried at a depth of 50 m and extends to 400-m depth
at a dip angle of 45° . The gray scale indicates the value of

able information. Last and Kubik (1983) choose to minimize
the total volume of the causative body so that the final model
is compact and structurally simple. Guillen and Menichetti
(1984) minimize the moment of inertia of the causative body
with respect to the center of gravity or an axis passing through
it. Their inversion result is guided by the estimate of the central
depth and dip of the causative body. These approaches have
merit but they are not flexible enough to handle problems we
are concerned with. This is especially true of methods that
attempt to collapse the anomalous susceptibility into a single
body; such a solution is rarely an adequate representation of
geologic structure.

In our inversion approach, we first make a decision about
the variable in which the interpretation is to be made, that is,
whether susceptibility, log susceptibility, or some function of
susceptibility is sought. Next, we form a multicomponent
objective function that has the flexibility to generate different
types of models. The form of this objective function is such that
it can correct for the undesirable aspects of the mathematically
acceptable model in Figure 3, namely-the concentration of
susceptibility near the surface, the excessive structure, and the
existence of negative susceptibilities. Our objective function
incorporates an optional reference model so that the con-
structed model is close to that. It penalizes roughness in three
spatial directions, and it has a depth weighting designed to
distribute the susceptibility with depth. Additional 3-D weight-
ing functions in the objective function can be used to incorpo-
rate further information about the model. Such information
might be available from other geophysical surveys, geological
data, or the interpreter’s qualitative or quantitative under-
standing of the geologic structure and its relation to the
magnetic susceptibility. These 3-D weighting functions can also
be used to answer questions about the existence of suscepti-
bility features found from previous inversions. Negative sus-
ceptibilities are prevented by making a transformation of

FIG. 2. The total field anomaly produced by the slab model in
Figure 1. The inducing field has direction I = 75° and D = 25°
and a strength of 50 000 nT. Uncorrelated Gaussian noise, with
a standard deviation of 2% of the datum magnitude plus 1 nT,
is added to the data. The gray scale indicates the magnetic
anomaly in nT.magnetic susceptibility in SI units.



by inverting a field data set over a copper-gold porphyry
deposit and a subsequent discussion.
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variables and solving a nonlinear inverse problem. The numer-
ical solution for the inversion is accomplished by dividing the
earth into a large number of cells so that relatively complex
geologic bodies can be constructed. The computational diffi-
culties often encountered in solving large matrix systems are
avoided by working explicitly with a generalized subspace
algorithm.

The paper begins by outlining our inversion methodology
and empirically estimating parameters for the depth weighting
based upon synthetic inversion of single 3-D prisms. Data from
two synthetic models are then inverted. The paper concludes

Each magnetic anomaly datum observed above the surface
can be evaluated by calculating the projection of the anoma-
lous magnetic field onto a given direction. Let the source
region be divided into a set of rectangular cells by an orthog-
onal 3-D mesh and assume a constant magnetic susceptibility
value  within each cell. Further we assume that there is no
remanent magnetization and that the demagnetization effect is
negligible. Thus only the induced magnetization is considered.
This magnetization is uniform within each cell and is given by
the product of the susceptibility and the inducing geomagnetic
field  The magnetic anomaly at a location on, or above, the
surface is related to the subsurface susceptibility by a linear
relationship

INVERSION METHODOLOGY

  (1)

where d =  is the data vector and       
 is the susceptibility in the cells. The matrix  has as

elements  which quantify the contribution of a unit suscep-
tibility in thejth cell to the ith datum. Closed form solutions for

 were first presented in Bhattacharyya (1964) and later
simplified in Rao and Babu (1991) into a form more suitable
for fast computer implementation. The function  is the
projection onto a given direction of the magnetic field that is
produced by a rectangular cell, so equation (1) is valid for
computing different magnetic anomalies. For example, a pro-
jection onto the vertical direction gives the vertical magnetic
anomaly while a projection onto the ambient geomagnetic field
direction yields the total magnetic anomaly. Thus, the method
presented here can be used to invert different types of mag-
netic data and in the following, we simply refer to them as the
magnetic data with the understanding that it is direction
specific.

FIG. 3. The susceptibility model constructed by minimizing 
subject to fitting the data in Figure 2. As a mathematical
solution, this model provides little, if any, information about
the subsurface susceptibility distribution. It effectively illus-
trates the nonuniqueness inherent to the inversion of static
magnetic field data.

Our inverse problem is formulated as an optimization
problem where an objective function of the model is minimized
subject to the constraints in equation (1). For magnetic
inversion, the first question that arises concerns definition of
the “model.” Two possible choices are  and   but any
function  can, in principle, be used. In general, we prefer
to invert for  since the field anomaly is directly proportional
to the susceptibility that varies on a linear scale. But depending
upon the expected dynamic range of susceptibility and the
physical interpretation attached to its value or variation, it may
be that   is more desirable. To accommodate this, we
introduce the generic symbol m for the model with the
understanding that it might be    or any monotonic
function  Having defined a model, we next construct an
objective function, which when minimized, produces a model
that is geophysically interpretable. The details of the objective
function are problem dependent, but generally we need the
flexibility to be close to a reference model m 0 and also require
that the model be relatively smooth in three spatial directions.
Here we adopt a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system
with x positive north and z positive down. Let the model
objective function be
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(2)

where functions ws, wx, wy , and wz are spatially dependent
weighting functions while    and  are coefficients
that affect the relative importance of different components in
the objective function.Here, w ( z ) is a depth weighting
function. It is convenient to write equation (2) as  

    refers to the first term in equation (2)

and refers collectively to the remaining three terms that
involve variation of the model in three spatial directions.

The objective function in equation (2) has the flexibility of
constructing many different models. The reference model m 0

may be a general background model that is estimated from
previous investigations, or it could be the zero model. The
reference model would generally be included in  but can be
removed if desired from any of the remaining terms. Often we
are more confident in specifying the value of the model at a
particular point than in supplying an estimate of the gradient.
The relative closeness of the final model to the reference
model at any location is controlled by the function w,. For
example, if the interpreter has high confidence in the reference
model at a particular region, he or she can specify ws to have
increased amplitude there compared to other regions of the

extra information is incorporated, the inversion derives a
model that not only fits the data, but more importantly, also
has a likelihood of representing the earth. From the viewpoint
of magnetic inversion, such an approach allows one to con-
struct a most-likely earth model that uses all available infor-
mation, and it can also be used to explore the nonuniqueness.
These two aspects form the foundation of a responsible
interpretation.

The kernels (values of  for the surface magnetic data
decay with depth. It is for this reason that an inversion that
minimizes       dv subject to fitting the
data will generate a susceptibility that is concentrated near the
surface. To counteract the geometric decay of the kernels and
to distribute susceptibility with depth, we introduce a weighting
of the form       into  and optionally
include it in The values of  and z 0 are investigated in the
following section, but their choice essentially allows equal
chance for cells at different depths to be nonzero.

The next step in setting up the inversion is to define a misfit
measure. Here we use the 2-norm measure

    (3)

and we assume that the contaminating noise on the data is
independent and Gaussian with zero mean. Specifying  to
be a diagonal matrix whose ith element is  where  is the
standard deviation of the ith datum, makes  a chi-squared
variable distributed with N degrees of freedom. Accordingly

 = N provides a target misfit for the inversion.
The inverse problem is solved by finding a model m that

minimizes  and misfits the data by a predetermined amount.
This is accomplished by minimizing        

 where  is our target misfit and  is a Lagrangian
multiplier. To perform a numerical solution, we first discretize
the objective function in equation (2) using a finite-difference
approximation according to the mesh defining the susceptibil-
ity model. This yields

                   

         (4)

model. The weighting functions wx, wy , and wz can be designed
to enhance or attenuate structures in various regions in the
model domain. If geology suggests a rapid transition zone in
the model, then a decreased penalty for variation can be put
there, and the constructed model will exhibit higher gradients
provided that this feature does not contradict the data. There-
fore, the reference model and four 3-D weighting functions
allow for the incorporation into the inversion of additional
information other than the magnetic data. The additional
information can be from previous knowledge about the sus-
ceptibility, from other geophysical surveys, or from the inter-
preter’s qualitative or quantitative understanding about the
geologic structure and its relation to susceptibility. When this

where m and m0 are M- length vectors. The individual matrices
    are calculated straightforwardly once the

model mesh and the weighting functions ws, wx, wy, wz, and
w ( z ) are defined (see Appendix). The cumulative matrix

 is then formed. For our formulation, the matrix  is
never computed explicitly but we shall use it to derive our final
equations.

The inverse problem is solved by minimizing  with an
appropriate minimization technique. To reduce computation
and to invoke positivity, we use a subspace methodology. In its
general form, the subspace technique allows the model param-
eter to be both positive and negative, and thus to ensure
positive susceptibility, we may need to invoke a transformation
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of variables. Whether or not the transformation is required
depends upon the relationship between mi and  If    
so that interpretations are carried out in the logarithmic
domain, then no further transformation is necessary since 
will be positive irrespective of the sign of mi. However, if

      and  is a positive function, then a
transformation is required. All possibilities can be handled by
introducing a new parameter p, such that    where
f ( p ) is a monotonic function whose inverse and first-order
derivative exist. This mapping is then incorporated directly into
the subspace minimization process.

Let p ( n ) denote the parameter vector at the nth iteration and
 denote the sought perturbation. Performing a Taylor ex-

pansion of the perturbed model objective function about the
point p ( n ) yields

       (5)

where  is a diagonal matrix with elements

 
      

(6)

A similar Taylor expansion applied to the misfit objective
functional    yields

(7 )

At each iteration we desire a perturbation that minimizes
equation (4) subject to generating a data misfit of   
where   is the target misfit at the nth iteration. In the
subspace technique we represent the perturbation as

(8)

where the M-length vectors v i ( i = 1, q ) are as yet arbitrary.
Writing the objective function to be minimized in terms of the
coefficients  yields

(9)

Differentiating with respect to the coefficients a yields the final
equations

(10)

We note that the matrix  is q x q and therefore the system of
equations is easily solved if q is small. At each iteration, we
search for a value of  that yields the target misfit for that
iteration. If the target misfit cannot be reached, then the value

of  that achieves the smallest misfit is taken. The search is
usually accomplished by solving equation (10) a number of
times using different  values. Once the optimum value of  is
found, the system is solved again to obtain the coefficients 
and the model perturbation. This iterative process is continued
until the final expected data misfit is achieved and the model
objective function undergoes no significant decrease with
successive iterations. Subspace vectors v i are generated mainly
from the gradients of the data and model objective functions.
The data are grouped to form subobjective functions of misfit,
and a steepest descent vector corresponding to each subobjec-
tive function is used as a subspace vector. Partitioning of the
data can be formed by grouping data that are spatially close, or
by grouping data such that each group has approximately the
same contribution to the total data misfit. Both approaches
have worked well. The model objective function is partitioned
and the gradient vector associated with each of the four
components in the model objective function provides addi-
tional subspace vectors. In addition, a constant vector is always
included, and the selected subspace vectors are orthonormal-
ized before being used in the search. More details on the
implementation of the subspace method for the linear inverse
problem can be found in Oldenburg and Li (1994).

The final item of practical importance is the specification of
the mapping needed to ensure positivity of susceptibility. The
positivity is required since we are dealing only with induced
magnetization, and the presence of negative susceptibility is
negligible in practical geophysical applications. Although our
formalism permits the minimization of m =  the two most
common situations are m = ln  and m =  When m =
ln  we set p = m and hence the matrix  in equation (10)
is the identity matrix. If m =  we use the two-stage mapping
proposed in Oldenburg and Li (1994). It is composed of an
exponential segment and a straight line. The two segments are
joined together such that the mapping and its first derivative
are both continuous. The mapping is given by

 

    (11)

        

where p = p 1 is the transition point between exponential and
linear segments, and is selected to be small enough such
that susceptibilities smaller than  are not significantly differ-
ent from zero when the final interpretation is carried out. Here,

 and hence p l are chosen so that the ratio    
does not exceed about two orders of magnitude. This prevents
the elements Fii  from becoming too disparate. We note that
the ith row of  is multiplied by Fii , and if this value is too
small, the ith row of  is essentially annihilated and there will
be no possibility of adjusting the value of the ith cell. However,
if the ratio is too small, the flexibility in the mapping will be
restricted and this affects the convergence rate of the
algorithm. In the limit that    the nonlinear mapping
degenerates into a linear truncation and the inversion will not
converge. However, between the above two extremes, there is
a wide range of values for the ratio that can yield a good
mapping. Based upon numerical experiments (Oldenburg and
Li, 1994), we have chosen a value of 50.0 for this ratio for the
examples throughout this paper.
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DEPTH WEIGHTING

It is well known that static magnetic data have no inherent
depth resolution. For instance, when minimizing  
   structures tend to concentrate near the surface

regardless of the true depth of the causative bodies. In terms of
model construction, this is a direct manifestation of the nature
of the kernels whose amplitudes rapidly diminish with depth.
The tendency to put structure at the surface can be overcome
by introducing a depth weighting to counteract this natural
decay. Intuitively, a weighting that approximately compensates
for the decay gives cells at different depths equal probability to
enter into the solution with a nonzero susceptibility. Before
proceeding with the details of the weighting function for
magnetic inversion, we illustrate the necessity, and effective-
ness, of such a weighting function using a simple 1-D problem.

Consider a set of data d = ( d 1, , . . . , dN ) T generated from the
equation

         (12)

     (14)
where the kernels are

   

The decay factor e-az causes the constructed model m,(z) to
have structure concentrating toward the region of small z in the
classic model construction that minimizes  since the
model will be a linear combination of the kernels, i.e.,

     (13)

This is shown in Figure 4a and 4b for two different models.
These models are constructed from five data ( i = 0,4) to which
noise has been added. It is apparent that the constructed
model is shifted toward small z where the amplitude of kernels
is relatively large. One way to counteract the bias is to seek a
solution in model space that is spanned by the nondecaying
portion of the kernels, in this case just the cosine functions.
The desired model would have the form

FIG. 4. A 1-D example showing the use of a weighting function in the inversion procedures to counteract the natural decay in the
kernel function. In all panels the dashed line shows the true model. Panels (a) and (b) show, for the two different true models,
respectively, the model constructed using the original kernel functions with the decaying factor e-az. Notice the shift of the
recovered model towards the small z region. Panels (c) and (d) show the weighted models recovered by applying a weighting function
w ( z ) = e-az/2. They are better representations of the true model.
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where  are coefficients. Free from the influence from the
decay factor, a model constructed from this set of basic
functions should have a better chance of having significantly
high values at depth.

We accomplish this by finding an appropriate weighting
function w ( z ). We first rewrite the data equation as

 
 

  
 

  ( 1 5 )

where  are the weighted kernels and m w ( z ) is the
weighted model. Then the inverse problem is solved by mini-
mizing and the solution is given by

   (16)

Dividing  by the weighting function and substituting in
  yields

    
       

(17)

This equation can be made identical to equation (14) by
choosing    Carrying out the weighted inversion
for the above two data sets produces models shown in
Figures 4c and 4d. They are much better representations of
true models.

This methodology is then applied to the inversion of surface
magnetic data by finding the appropriate weighting function
that counteracts the depth decay of the data kernels. There is
no distinct separable factor defining the decay in the kernel,
therefore we resort to an empirical estimate. Since the decay
rate depends upon the observation height as well as the size
and aspect ratios of the cells making up the 3-D model, such
estimates are expected to be problem dependent. Numerical
experiments indicate that the function of the form ( z + z 0)

-3

closely approximates the kernel’s decay directly under the
observation point, given a correctly chosen value of z 0. This is
consistent with the fact that, to first order, a cubic-shaped cell
acts like a dipole source whose magnetic field decays by inverse
distance cubed. The value of z 0 can be obtained by matching
the function ( z + z 0)

-3 with the kernel function beneath the
observation point. Thus, a reasonable candidate for the depth
weighting function is given by

    (18)

The susceptibility model constructed by
objective function consisting of only 

minimizing a model
i.e.,

     (19)

subject to fitting the data should place the recovered anomaly
at approximately the depth of the causative body. This hypoth-
esis is tested by inverting surface data produced by a suscep-
tible cubic body at three different, depths. The cube is 200 m on
a side. Data are calculated over a 21 X 21 grid of 50-m spacing

in both directions, and 2% Gaussian noise is then added. The
observation is assumed to be 1 m above the surface and the
inducing field has I = 75°, D = 25°. The region directly beneath
the data grid is taken as the model domain and discretized into
4000 cells (20 cells in each horizontal direction and 10 along
depth) of 50 m on a side.

Given the stated data parameters and model discretization,
the estimated value of z 0 in the depth weighting function is
25 m. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the kernel beneath a
datum point and the function w 2( z ). This weighting function is
used to invert surface data caused by the susceptible prism, and
the results of minimizing  are shown in Figure 6. Each
panel in the figure is the cross-section through the center of the
model obtained by inverting the data set produced by a cube at
a different depth. They are rather good recoveries in terms of
source depth, which is indicated by the superimposed outline
of the true body in each section.

In the above analysis we have established a practical way for
estimating an appropriate depth weighting function that dis-
tributes the susceptibility more uniformly with depth. The
weighting is valid when the model objective function consists
only of In general, we like to include a penalty against
roughness and thereby produce a model that is smooth. To
incorporate the above weighting scheme in the spatial varia-
tions, we make the following argument. Since minimizing 
tends to provide a reasonable depth distribution, we wish only
to improve the model’s smoothness while maintaining the
depth characteristic. A conceptually consistentapproach
would be to apply the roughness measures to the weighted
model. We form a generic model objective function

FIG. 5. Comparison of the kernel function (solid) directly
beneath the observation point with the estimated curve
(dashed) given by w 2( z ) = ( z + z 0)

-3 with z 0 = 25 m. The
source cell is a cube of 50 m on a side. Here, z denotes the
depth to the center of the cell. Both curves are normalized for
comparison.
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 (20)

where the depth weighting is applied inside the derivatives of
the roughness components and the reference model m 0 can be
removed from any term if desired. This type of depth weighting
has proven to work satisfactorily on a number of synthetic
examples and is the default choice in our algorithm. The
examples to be presented in the following sections all use this
depth weighting function.

Before proceeding further, we remark that the above
weighting represents only one possibility. One could poten-
tially design a different weighting by incorporating the depth
weighting in the usual 3-D weighting functions ws, wx, wy, wz.
Such an approach applies the depth weighting outside the deriv-
ative operators directly. However, the decay rate of the depth
weighting for each component will be different, and it is difficult to
establish a consistent rule for the choice of the different weight-
ings. In addition, the extra set of parameters required by such a
weighting scheme introduces more subjectivity into the inversion
process. We have not explored this approach in detail; however,

FIG. 6. Cross-sections through the center of the recovered
model for a cube at a central depth of 150,200, and 250 m. The
cube is 200 m on a side. The inversion uses the weighting
function derived from the kernel decay estimated in Figure 5.
The true position of the cube is outlined in each cross-section.
As the true source depth increases and, as a result, the
high-frequency content in the data decreases, the recovered
model becomes increasingly smooth and attains a smaller
amplitude. However, the depth of the recovered model is close
to the true value.

it is observed that straightforward inclusion of the depth weight-
ing derived above into the 3-D weighting function in the form of

     can yield reasonable results.

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF DATA PREPARATION

The data used in the inversion are the residual data obtained
by subtracting a regional field from the initial observation. The
inversion algorithm has been developed under the assumptions
that the surface magnetic anomaly is produced by the induced
magnetization only and that there are no remanent magneti-
zation or demagnetization effects present. Incorrect removal of
regional field, or any deviation from the above assumptions, is
expected to cause a deterioration in the inversion results.
Furthermore, the susceptibility distribution is mathematically
represented by a piece-wise constant function defined on a
user-specified grid of cells. Magnetic sources, however, have a
wide range of physical sizes. In some cases, source dimensions
will be significantly smaller than the size of cells in the
mathematical model. If measurements are taken close to such
a source, the resulting anomaly will have a width that is
significantly smaller than that produced by a single cell in the
mathematical model and this may produce artifacts. We ame-
liorate this problem by inverting data that have been upward
continued to a height approximately equal to the width of the
surface cells in the model. We arrive at this conclusion from a
numerical experiment. We first generate the magnetic field 
from a small localized surface source that is assumed to be a
cube of width  At each height h above the surface, a
one-parameter inverse problem is carried out to find a uniform
susceptibility of a large surface cube that has a width of L and
shares a common horizontal center with the small cube. If HL

is the field of the large cell that best reproduces  then the
misfit functional,

(21)

FIG. 7. The misfit between magnetic field as a result of a small
cubic source and the field as a result of a larger cubic model
cell having a best fitting susceptibility. The numbers indicate
the ratio of the cell width. The misfit is plotted as a function of
the observation height normalized by the width of the model
cell. Note that the misfit decreases rapidly until the height is
approximately equal to the width of the model cell, and that it
changes slowly thereafter.
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can be computed, where  is the surface area of the data map.
Figure 7 shows the misfit function r ( h ) for trial values of  =
0.1, 0.2, 0.4. We note that r ( h ) decreases rapidly until h  L,
and that it changes slowly thereafter. Since the above misfit
analysis is a worst case scenario because the contaminating
body is located at the surface, the suggestion of upward
continuing the data to a height approximately equal to the
width of surface cells may be somewhat conservative, and
inversionists may want to vary this. However, in many field
surveys, magnetically susceptible small bodies exist close to the
surface and hence upward continuing the data prior to inver-
sion is prudent.

SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES

As the first example, we invert the total field anomaly data
given in the Introduction. The model consists of a 3-D dipping
slab buried in a nonsusceptible half-space (slab model).
Figure 1 shows three slices through the slab model. The
susceptibility of the slab is 0.06 (SI unit). Under an inducing
field with a strength of 50 000 nT and a direction at I = 75° and
D = 25°, the slab model produces the surface total magnetic
anomaly shown in Figure 2, which consists of 441 data over a
21 X 21 grid of 50-m spacing. The data have independent
Gaussian noise added whose standard deviation is equal to 2%
of the accurate datum magnitude plus 1 nT. We invert these
441 noise-contaminated data to recover the susceptibility of an
earth model parametrized by 4000 cells of 50 m on a side (20
cells in each horizontal direction and 10 in depth).

The data are partitioned into 49 groups to provide 49 search
vectors for the subspace algorithm. In addition, each compo-
nent in the model objective function provides one basis vector,
and a constant vector is included. For the depth weighting, the
value of z 0 is estimated as 25 m. The additional 3-D weightings
in the objective function are all set to unity. The reference
susceptibility model is set to zero. For the nonlinear mapping,
we choose  = 0.0002 and  = 0.01.

First, we invert the data by minimizing an objective function
composed only of the  and using m =  as the model
parameter. A total of 51 subspace vectors are used at each
iteration. The inversion reaches the expected misfit in 13
iterations but a few extra iterations are performed in an
attempt to further reduce the value of the model objective
function while keeping the misfit at the target value. By
iteration 18, the objective function is decreasing by less than
1% per iteration, and the process is terminated. The con-
structed susceptibility model is shown in Figure 8 and can be
compared with the true model in Figure 1. The tabular shape
of the anomaly and its dipping structure are clear, and the
depth extent is reasonably recovered. The amplitude of the
recovered model is slightly higher than the true value, but the
dip angle inferred from the recovered model is close to the true
value. We point out that the model sections should be plotted
using gray shading for each cell to reflect the piece-wise
constant nature of the model. However, when the model has
only a small number of cells in each spatial direction, the
structural trends are more readily shown when contours are
used. For this reason, we have contoured the model sections.

Next, the same data are inverted using a model objective
function that includes penalty terms on spatial roughness, 
The depth weighting is applied to all terms, as in equation (20).

The inversion uses 54 subspace vectors and achieves the
expected misfit in 13 iterations. The recovered model is shown
in Figure 9. It is smoother, has a slightly lower amplitude than
the model in Figure 8, and it recovers the essential features of
the true model such as the depth and dip angle.

It is observed, in this example and in other synthetic and
field test examples, that minimizing either the first term in the
model objective function in equation (20),  or using all
four terms, generates models that are reasonable representa-
tions of the true structure. In the absence of prior information,
both models can provide useful information about the subsur-
face susceptibility distribution. However, the model minimiz-

ing  can be obtained at less computational cost. Further-

FIG. 8. Model obtained from inverting the data shown in
Figure 2 by minimizing only  which has the depth weight-
ing applied. This is to be compared with the true model in
Figure 1. The major features in the true model, such as dip
angle and depth exte nt, are evident in the recovered model.
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more, the depth weighting in this case is rather well supported
by mathematical analysis whereas it is an argued extension for
the three roughness components. Therefore, a reasonable
approach to inverting field data might be a two-step process.
The data can be inverted first by minimizing  and the
resultant model may be used in the interpretation as a prelim-
inary result. If there are interesting features present and if one
desires to refine the model by incorporating prior information
to enhance or attenuate the structural complexity in different
regions, a second inversion can be carried out using an
objective function consisting of both  and  The model
obtained by minimizing can then be used in this inversion

FIG. 9. The model derived from inverting the slab model data
in Figure 2 by minimizing the model objective function having
both  and The same depth weighting is used. This
model appears to be smoother and has a smaller amplitude
than that in Figure 8.

as an initial model. The available prior information can be
incorporated into the second inversion by forming a reference
model and 3-D weighting functions, ws, wx, wy, wz.

We now invert the same data by using m = ln  as the
model. It is not possible to incorporate a zero susceptibility as
the reference model, so we minimize an objective function
consisting of with the reference model removed. The same
depth weighting is applied to all terms of  Since  = em,
the positivity of the susceptibility is ensured without invoking
the transformation of variables. The result is shown in
Figure 10a. This is a cross-section at x = 500 m and plotted on
a logarithmic scale in accordance with the model used in the
inversion. The inverted susceptibility shows the presence of the
dipping anomaly as a broad region of high susceptibility.
However, the interpretation based upon such a model can be
complicated by the variations of susceptibility that are small
and have little effect on the surface data. We have replotted
the cross-section on a linear scale in Figure 10b and the
anomalous region is now delineated more clearly. Its top
portion indicates the tabular body and defines the depth to the

FIG. 10. The model obtained from inverting the data shown in
Figure 2 by using m = ln  as the model and minimizing 
with the reference model removed. The inverted logarithmic
susceptibility in cross-section at x = 500 m is shown in (a) and
it is replotted on a linear scale in (b). As a comparison, the
result obtained by using m =  and the same objective
function is shown in (c).
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top and dipping angle. The anomaly terminates at a shallower
depth than the true model and has a nearly horizontal exten-
sion to the left. As an exact comparison, Figure 10c is the
susceptibility model obtained by minimizing  but using
m =  as model and invoking the positivity. This is a smoother
model and exhibits more gradual changes in the susceptibility.
It has a slightly deeper extent than the model in Figure 10b. With
the exception of details toward the bottom, however, both models
provide almost the same information about the anomalous sus-
ceptibility region. It might be concluded that inversion using
either linear or logarithmic susceptibility is viable for practical
applications. However, we note that the presentation in
Figure 10b is inconsistent with the model used in the inversion.
Since the inverted susceptibility is easier to interpret on a linear

FIG. 11. The second synthetic test example. The top and
bottom portions of the anomalous susceptibility are offset to
simulate a norm fault structure. It also has a large strike length
in the north direction. data.

scale as demonstrated here, and since the magnetic data are
linearly related to the susceptibility, we generally prefer to work
with the susceptibility K as the model in the inversion.

As the second example we invert the total field anomaly data
produced by a slightly more complicated model and with two
different inducing field directions. The true model is shown in
Figure 11 in the same format as before. It is a dipping slab
having its top and bottom portions offset to simulate the result
of a normal faulting. The faulted slab strikes north. The data
from this model, when the inducing field has a direction of I =
45° and D = 45°, are shown in Figure 12. Again Gaussian noise
has been added to the data. The inversion minimizes an
objective function consisting of  and  that have the
same depth weighting and nonlinear mapping as used to
produce the results in Figure 9. Figure 13 displays the recov-
ered model in three slices. It shows two distinct anomalous
regions of susceptibility that correspond to those in the true
model. The dipping structure is evident from the top block. On
plan view, the strike direction and the strike length of the
anomaly are also well recovered.

.

When the inducing field direction is I = 0° and D = 45°, the
surface anomaly with added Gaussian noise is that shown in
Figure 14. Carrying out the inversion using an identical model
objective function generates the model shown in Figure 15. It
is similar to the model shown in Figure 13, which is recovered
under an inducing field at 45° inclination. Again, the two
separate blocks, the dipping direction, and the length and
direction of the strike, are all reasonably recovered. This is a
positive result in that, although the surface anomalies have
very different expressions under different inducing field direc-
tions, the inversion algorithm is able to consistently recover the
source structure. Moreover, the algorithm had no difficulty in
inverting data generated from an inducing field having zero
inclination; such data often pose problems in interpretations
that include a reduction to pole.

We emphasize that positivity has played a pivotal role in all
the inversions. Magnetic data generally have regions of nega-

FIG. 12. The surface total field anomaly produced by the
faulted slab in Figure 11, under an inducing field at I = 45° and
D = 45°. Uncorrelated Gaussian noise is again added to the.
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tive values that result from dipping bodies or inclined inducing
field, or both. Without positivity, the constructed susceptibility
is often negative and the dipping bodies appear more vertical.
Recovery of correct dip and, to some extent, depth to the top
of the anomalous body, are often the result of invoking
positivity. Once the positivity is imposed, it is no longer true
that an equivalent stratum that reproduces the data exists at
any depth. Therefore, cells of anomalous susceptibility cannot
be placed arbitrarily close to the surface, and no equivalent
source can be constructed with negative susceptibilities. This
restricts the class of admissible models and, consequently,
reduces the nonuniqueness.

FIG. 13. The susceptibility model recovered from the data
shown in Figure 12. It is seen that both the top and bottom
block of the true model are recovered and the strike direction
and length are well defined.

FIELD EXAMPLE

As the final example, we invert field data taken over a
copper-gold porphyry deposit at Mt. Milligan in central British
Columbia. The host rocks for the deposit are early Mesozoic
volcanic and sedimentary rocks and contain intrusive monzo-
nitic rocks that have accessory magnetite. Porphyry-style alter-
ation and copper-gold mineralization are contemporaneous
with the intrusive events. The copper and gold are known to be
concentrated in the potassic alteration assemblage, which is
mainly around the contact of the monzonite intrusions and
may extend outward and into fractured volcanic rocks. Among
other minerals, magnetite is one of the strong indicators of the
potassic alteration. Ground magnetic data are acquired in the
region at 12.5-m spacing along lines in the east direction and
spaced 50 m apart. Our study of the data set has focused on a
1.2 km x 1 km area, which covers a large monzonite body
known as the MBX stock and contains a reasonably isolated set
of magnetic anomalies. Fairly detailed information about the
geology is available through a major drilling program, but no
susceptibility logs were available.

Magnetic data from a larger area were first upward contin-
ued to 20 m. A regional field was then defined and removed
from the upward continued data. The continuation operation
suppresses the noise in the data and also facilitates the
discretization of the topographic surface for the model so that
all observation points remain above the discretized surface.
Although the original data were collected at 12.5-m spacing,
we use the data at 25-m spacing. This yields 1029 data points at
varying elevations. Figure 16 shows the data contoured accord-
ing to their horizontal locations. The direction of the inducing
field is I = 75° and D = 25.73°. Several major magnetic highs
are observed in the map. However, the influence of anomalies
adjacent to the map is also visible along the edges. We choose
a model domain that is horizontally larger than the data area,
coincides at the top with the highest point on the topographic
surface, and extends to 450-m depth. The model is discretized
horizontally at a 25-m interval beneath the area of data. In the

FIG. 14. The surface total field anomaly produced by the
faulted slab in Figure 11 under an inducing field at I = 0° and
D = 45°. Uncorrelated Gaussian noise is added to the data.
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vertical direction, the first 100 m is divided at a 12.5-m interval
so that the surface can be adequately discretized onto the
model mesh. Below the depth of 100 m, an interval of 25 m is
used. This results in a mesh with 52 x 44 x 22 cells. Once the
mesh is defined, the topography is discretized onto it. The
43 428 cells below this surface define the susceptibility model,
and the inverse problem is therefore formalized by inverting
1029 data to recover the susceptibilities in those cells. The
depth weighting is referenced to the top of the model domain.
Each datum is assumed to have an error whose standard
deviation is equal to 5% of its magnitude plus 10 nT. The error
estimate includes not only the repeatability of the instrument
reading but also the geological noise and errors introduced by
the inaccurate recording position and by separating the anom-
alous field from the initial total field measurements. One

FIG. 15. The susceptibility model recovered from the data
shown in Figure 14. This model is similar to that shown in
Figure 13.

hundred subspace vectors generated by dividing the data map
into small subareas are used in the inversion. We use a
nonlinear mapping with  = 0.0002 and  = 0.02. The
recovered model is shown in Figure 17 as one plan-section and
three cross-sections. From the plan-section, two concentrated
susceptibility highs are observed in the central region. Sur-
rounding them are three linear anomalies trending northeast.
In the cross-sections, the major anomalies are seen at moder-
ate depths but there is considerable variation in the depth to
the top. There are also smaller anomalies extending to the
surface. In general, there are more detailed structures near the
surface and the model becomes increasingly smooth at greater
depths. As required by the objective function, there is no
excessive structure associated with each unit of high suscepti-
bility region. Comparison with drill logs indicates that the
recovered magnetic susceptibility highs are mostly associated
with the monzonite intrusions and with faults or fracture zones.
Figure 18 compares the recovered susceptibility model with the
geology (Cam DeLong, personal communication) in the cross-
section at x = 600 m. The large susceptibility high is spatially
well-correlated with the MBX stock and reflects the initial
magnetite content in the intrusion. Two smaller susceptibility
highs are present east of the stock. The high at y = 650 m
coincides with the boundary of stock and porous trachytic units
while the high at y = 900 m coincides with the upper portion
of the Rainbow dyke. These are locations of the most intensive
potassic alterations and the susceptibility highs are indicative.
of the magnetite produced by the alteration process. Over all,
this is a rather encouraging result.

CONCLUSION

We have developed an algorithm to invert surface magnetic
data for general 3-D susceptibility distributions. Although we
have illustrated the algorithm using examples on the scale
pertinent to mining applications, the method is general and
applicable to problems on different scales ranging from envi-
ronmental to regional investigations. To overcome the inher-
ent nonuniqueness, we obtain the solution by minimizing a

FIG. 16. The extracted total field anomaly from ground mag-
netic data at Mt. Milligan Copper-gold porphyry deposit. The
data are contoured according to their horizontal locations in
this map, although thev are at different elevations.
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specific objective function of the model. Our model objective
function has the ability to incorporate prior information into the
inversion via a reference model and 3-D weighting functions. A
crucial feature of the objective function is a depth weighting
function that counteracts the natural decay of the kernel func-
tions. The parameters of the depth weighting depend upon the
discretization of the model but are easily calculated. The minimi-
zation is carried out using a subspace technique that reduces the
computational effort and allows the positivity constraint of sus-
ceptibility to be incorporated. Both susceptibility and logarithmic
susceptibility can potentially be used as the model in the inver-
sion. Since the data are linearly related to susceptibility, and since
usually absolute values of susceptibility are required for interpre-
tation rather than relative values, especially in regions of very low
susceptibility, we have generally chosen to work with susceptibil-
ity. To suppress the noise from small magnetic bodies near the
surface, we recommend in general that the data be upward
continued to a height comparable with the width of the surface
cell before inversion.

FIG. 17. The recovered susceptibility model shown in one
plan-section and three cross-sections. The plan-section is at the
depth of 150 m and the three cross-sections are at x = 600,500,
and 400 m, respectively.
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FIG. 18. Comparison of the recovered susceptibility model in a
cross-section ( x = 600) with the geology for the Mt. Milligan
deposit. The susceptibility high within the MBX stock reflects
the initial magnetite in the intrusive while the susceptibility
highs near the Rainbow dyke are related to the magnetite
produced by potassic alteration.

Applications of our inversion to synthetic data sets have
produced models representative of the true structures and
demonstrated the ability of the algorithm to construct consis-
tent models at different magnetic latitudes. Inversion of field
data has produced a susceptibility model that is consistent with
the known geology and mineralization information. These
results represent an encouraging conclusion: although the
inversion of magnetic data seems impossibly nonunique when
one has a large number of cells, inversions using a properly
designed model objective function can produce susceptibility
distributions that yield meaningful geologic information.
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APPENDIX

MODEL OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

Our inversion method uses a model objective function of the
f o r m

( A - 3 )

(A-1)

The numerical evaluation of this functional is carried out by
introducing the model mesh and evaluating all terms using a
finite-difference approximation. The discretized model objec-
tive function has the form

       

   

 

    (A-2)

Each component matrix can be written as the product of three
individual matrices and one oefficient. That is,

where  are diagonal matrices representing the spatially
dependent 3-D weighting functions,  are the finite-difference
operators for each component, and  is a diagonal matrix
representing the discretized form of depth weighting function

The elements of   are given by  They are defined
over each cell for and over each interface between
adjacent cells in the respective directions for   and 

 has elements  on its diagonal, where Ax, Ay,
and  are the cell width. The matrix  has two elements

 in each row, where  is the distance between
the centers of cells adjacent in the x - direction. Similarly, 
and  have elements   and   respec-
tively, where  and  are the distances between centers of
adjacent cells in the y- and z - directions. Once the mesh is
defined and all weighting functions, ws, wx, wy , wz, and w ( z )
are chosen, equation (A-3) is evaluated straightforwardly
and  is formed.
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Section 2: ZTEM Processing 



Processing of Mac Project ZTEM data  
 
2D Inversion 
 
Inversion Algorithm 
 
The recorded ZTEM data were inverted using a 2D MT algorithm, developed by Constable and Wannamaker (deGroot-
Hedlin and Constable, 1990; Wannamaker at al., 1987; deLugao and Wannamaker, 1996).  The transverse electric (TE) 
response computed by the finite-element algorithm is used to model the along-line tipper data Tzx, taking into account that the 
vertical component is measured in the air and the horizontal component is recorded sitting on uniform ground.  The responses of all 
provided frequencies (30 – 720 Hz) were included in the inversion.   
 
Model specifications 
 
The model mesh is shown in the following figure, with a close-up shown below.  The topography is indicated by a solid black line. 
 

 
 



  

 
 

 

 
 
Model cells are 16 m wide.  The number of vertical cells is a function of the flight line topography and bird elevation, hence, is 
different for each line.  Since the algorithm takes into account the topography along each line, air cells are an integral part of the 
finite-element model.  25-m-thick cells are modelled between the topographic low and the highest bird elevation.  Beneath the 
topographic low, cell thicknesses increase with increasing depth, as listed in the following table: 
 
 
Layer depth to 

bottom (m) 
thickness 
(m) 

 Layer 
cont. 

depth to 
bottom (m)

thickness 
(m) 

 Layer 
cont. 

depth to 
bottom (m) 

thickness 
(m) 

1 25 25  15 776 71  29 2143 127 

2 50 25  16 850 74  30 2276 133 

3 83 33  17 927 77  31 2426 150 

4 123 40  18 1007 80  32 2606 180 

5 172 49  19 1090 83  33 2826 220 

6 223 51  20 1177 87  34 3086 260 

7 276 53  21 1267 90  35 3386 300 

8 331 55  22 1361 94  36 3726 340 

9 388 57  23 1459 98  37 4146 420 

10 447 59  24 1561 102  38 4566 420 

11 508 61  25 1668 107  39 5106 540 

12 571 63  26 1779 111  40 5646 540 

13 637 66  27 1895 116     

14 705 68  28 2016 121     
 
Padding was added in symmetric fashion to the left and right of each section.  The padding cells to the right have the following 
widths (m):  60 60 80 200 200 200 400 400 400 800 800 800 2700 8100 24300 
 
A 1000 Ohm-m halfspace was used as a start model, and a reference resistivity of 10,000 Ohm was used for depths beneath 4566 m. 
 



  

 
 

 

The inversion results from all lines were merged into a survey GDB, containing modelled conductivities as a function of elevation, 
as listed in the following table. 
 
 
Layer Layer top 

Z1 (m ASL) 
Layer bottom 
Z2 (m ASL) 

 Layer 
cont.

Layer top 
Z1 (m ASL)

Layer bottom 
Z2 (m ASL)

 Layer 
cont.

Layer top 
Z1 (m ASL) 

Layer bottom 
Z2 (m ASL) 

1 2000 1975  30 1275 1250  59 353 292 
2 1975 1950  31 1250 1225  60 292 229 
3 1950 1925  32 1225 1200  61 229 163 
4 1925 1900  33 1200 1175  62 163 95 
5 1900 1875  34 1175 1150  63 95 24 
6 1875 1850  35 1150 1125  64 24 -50 
7 1850 1825  36 1125 1100  65 -50 -127 
8 1825 1800  37 1100 1075  66 -127 -207 
9 1800 1775  38 1075 1050  67 -207 -290 
10 1775 1750  39 1050 1025  68 -290 -377 
11 1750 1725  40 1025 1000  69 -377 -467 
12 1725 1700  41 1000 975  70 -467 -561 
13 1700 1675  42 975 950  71 -561 -659 
14 1675 1650  43 950 925  72 -659 -761 
15 1650 1625  44 925 900  73 -761 -868 
16 1625 1600  45 900 875  74 -868 -979 
17 1600 1575  46 875 850  75 -979 -1095 
18 1575 1550  47 850 825  76 -1095 -1216 
19 1550 1525  48 825 800  77 -1216 -1343 
20 1525 1500  49 800 775  78 -1343 -1476 
21 1500 1475  50 775 750  79 -1476 -1626 
22 1475 1450  51 750 717  80 -1626 -1806 
23 1450 1425  52 717 677  81 -1806 -2026 
24 1425 1400  53 677 628  82 -2026 -2286 
25 1400 1375  54 628 577  83 -2286 -2586 
26 1375 1350  55 577 524  84 -2586 -2926 
27 1350 1325  56 524 469  85 -2926 -3766 
28 1325 1300  57 469 412  86 -3766 -4846 
29 1300 1275  58 412 353     

 



  

 
 

 

  
Noise and target fit 
  
The noise level, specified for the inversion, was the maximum of 1.5% of the ZTEM response (relative noise level) and 0.15% 
(absolute noise level).  The noise level for the high-frequency responses at 360 and 720 Hz were set twice and five times those 
values, respectively.  These noise estimates resulted in a stringent target data fit that was never met by the inversion, due to the 
actual noise level exceeding the noise estimates and the occasional inappropriateness of the 2D algorithm in a 3D conductivity 
scenario.  To avoid overfitting the data, while optimizing data fit in a variable noise environment, the final result was chosen from 
inversion results a few iterations below the final iteration.  

 
Apparent Conductivity and phase 
 
The derivation of apparent conductivity and phase from VLF data is discussed by Becken and Pedersen (2003).  The method has 
been applied to the ZTEM data, making joint use of the Tzx and Tzy tipper data.   
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APPENDIX B – COMPARISON OF CONDOR AND GEOTECH 2D PROCESSING 
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APPENDIX C – GEOLOGICAL LEGENDS USED IN REPORT 
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APPENDIX D – GEOPHYSICAL OUTCOMES OVER BABINE TREND DEPOSITS 
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APPENDIX E – MULTIPLOTS OVER TARGET ZONES 
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APPENDIX F – ARCHIVE DVD 
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